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INTRODUCTION
Living in poverty impacts negatively on children’s
social, physical, emotional and cognitive outcomes
and subjects families to increased levels of stress
and worry. If we are to reduce child poverty and
the impact that it has on children’s lives in Scotland,
action is needed across all sectors to reduce cost
pressures on families.
This toolkit provides a range of resources to
support schools, local authorities and their partners
to identify and address financial barriers to
participation and learning. As one young person
explained:

“Education is free but a lot of
school things are not.”

Tackling cost barriers may not always cost money
but may simply mean doing things differently.
Children, young people and parents tell us that
even small changes can make a big difference.
The experience of schools and local authorities
already taking a Cost of the School Day approach
shows how it can support equity for children and
families. An independent Cost of the School Day
evaluation found that it contributed to following
outcomes:
■

Changes in the understanding of the drivers and
consequences of child poverty and school costs
among school staff and some parent councils

■

New school policies and practices that are more
poverty sensitive

■

Reduced or removed cost barriers and increased
participation in school and after-school activities

■

Supported school or parent councils to secure
and use available funding to lessen child poverty
within their setting

■

Reduced school-related financial pressures for
families

■

Promotion of entitlements and financial supports
available to parents, and increased uptake of
entitlements

(Member of the Children’s Parliament, age 11)

At the heart of Cost of the School Day is the
involvement of children, parents and staff in
identifying which ‘school things’ result in additional
financial burden for families and risk children and
young people experiencing stigma or feeling
excluded. All children and young people can
play a part in helping to make their school more
inclusive and the best solutions will come from
them as experts in their own school experience.
Some solutions will come directly from children
and families who have first-hand experience of
living in poverty, so be encouraged to work with the
expertise that comes with experience.

In every school in Scotland, more and more
parents, carers and families are struggling on low
incomes meaning that many of our children are
locked out of opportunities to participate, learn
and thrive. Given the seismic changes brought
about by Covid-19, this situation is even more
critical than before. We can, and must, support all
of our children to take full and equal advantage of
opportunities in school and consider how to reduce
the extra costs for parents and carers. The resources
in this toolkit are here to help with this.
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TOOLKIT BACKGROUND
About this toolkit resource
This toolkit is designed to help schools investigate
cost barriers and poverty related challenges with
children, parents, carers and staff. Taking action can
help:
■

ensure equal access to opportunities at school
and remove barriers to participation and learning
for children and young people from low income
households

■

minimise income stigma and exclusion amongst
children and young people

■

reduce the pressures which school costs place
on family incomes
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■

support families to access financial entitlements
and maximise their incomes

■

ensure that Pupil Equity Funding is effectively
used to remove the financial barriers which
stand in the way of children and young people’s
participation and learning.

The Cost of the School Day Toolkit contains tried and
tested resources to support schools in identifying
and tackling financial barriers to participation and
learning for children and young people.

How to use this toolkit
This toolkit sets out the steps schools can take to
address cost barriers and achieve greater equity:

STEP ONE

DO THE GROUNDWORK

STEP TWO

INVOLVE YOUR SCHOOL COMMUNITY

STEP THREE

WHAT DID YOU FIND OUT? IDENTIFY ACTIONS

STEP FOUR

PUT COST OF THE SCHOOL DAY ACTIONS IN PLACE

STEP FIVE

REGULARLY REVISIT YOUR ACTION PLAN

You’ll find information, guidance and resources
to support you as you work through each step,
including background information, surveys, audit
tools, action plans, case studies and practice ideas.
The process is designed to be flexible and we invite
you to dip in and out of this resource as needed
throughout the school year.
Cost of the School Day is an ongoing process, not
a one-off event, and to ensure it works well should
be embedded in school improvement planning.
We also recommend that you revisit your plans
regularly. There are two reasons for this – one is
that circumstances can change, which will have

a knock-on effect on the needs of families in your
school community. Another reason for revisiting
your Cost of the School Day plan is that it allows
you to establish which changes worked well, and
which did not and need to be tweaked or changed
altogether.
Parts of this toolkit are printable to be used, for
example with focus groups or during events like
parents’ evenings or Parent Council meetings.
The next page, a Cost of the School Day How
to Guide offers a straightforward summary of
the process. You can use this to help track your
progress.

Cost of the School Day How to Guide
Helping to reduce and remove the financial barriers
to education doesn’t need to be complicated,
but it is much better if everyone in your school
community gets involved. This quick ‘how to’ guide
to the Cost of the School Day process should get

you up and running. If you’ve already put in place
Cost of the School Day actions or measures, this
guide can help you to refresh and enhance what
you are doing.
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STEP ONE

DO THE GROUNDWORK

Through awareness raising and professional learning, make sure that your staff team is aware
of poverty, its impact, and links to wider policy.
Form a Cost of the School Day Working Group to lead, implement and monitor the work. This can
involve staff, families and pupils. This group can help to raise awareness throughout the school
community and get people involved.

INVOLVE YOUR SCHOOL COMMUNITY

STEP TWO

If you include pupils, families and all staff you are more likely to identify the right issues and bring
people along with you on your Cost of the School Day journey. The Cost of the School Day Toolkit
can help with this.
■

Audit costs across the school year to understand what families are being asked for and when.

■

Ask pupils about cost barriers across the school day and the solutions to overcoming them.

■

Ask parents and carers about cost pressures. Parent Councils are perfect partners to support this.

■

Ask school staff about costs, their impact and how they can be overcome.

STEP THREE

WHAT DID YOU FIND OUT? IDENTIFY ACTIONS

What were the main issues? What possible solutions came up? What should you focus on now to
ensure poverty sensitive policies and practices? To tackle the cost barriers you’ve found, what can
you do?
■

Develop an action plan.

■

Consider how you are going to measure effectiveness. What will a successful outcome look like?

STEP FOUR

PUT COST OF THE SCHOOL DAY ACTIONS IN PLACE

■

Reviewing uniform policy, increasing free meal uptake, financial calendars, resource provision,
breakfast clubs, inclusive fundraising - schools across Scotland are working hard to reduce
financial pressures and include all children and young people.

■

This is a good time to reinforce earlier awareness raising, reminding your school community
about the positive changes you are trying to achieve together and why. Effective
communication means that Cost of the School Day actions are more likely to be understood,
well received and successful.

STEP FIVE

REGULARLY REVISIT YOUR ACTION PLAN

Cost of the School Day is an ongoing process, not a one off event, and should be embedded in
school improvement planning.
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■

Ensure that your working group meets at agreed points to review progress towards outcomes in.

■

Things change, and new challenges arise for families. Keep communicating with your school
community and seeking their views, experiences and solutions.

STEP ONE

DO THE
GROUNDWORK
This first step is all about planning, communicating, raising
awareness of poverty and bringing people together from all parts
of the school community to take action.
In Step One you will be:
■

Raising awareness throughout the whole school community - staff, children and young people, parents
and carers

■

Forming a working group to lead and implement this work and monitor its impact.

To support your work in Step One, this section of the Toolkit includes:
■

Information about child poverty in Scotland

■

Information on why Cost of the School Day matters

■

Cost of the School Day in policy

■

Learning about what helps to develop and sustain a Cost of the School Day approach

■

Guidance on setting up a Cost of the School Day working group

■

Cost of the School Day stories from children and their families, providing insight into the issues
low income families face

■

Awareness raising slides with supporting notes

■

Cost of the School Day in the curriculum.

“They need to think about the
diverse nature of the different
families in the school.”
(Parent)

“Not all families have disposable
income for endless trips
and fundraising events. The
assumption from the school
appears that poverty and not
having enough money is not
something that affects parents.”
(Parent)
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CHILD POVERTY IN SCOTLAND
Last updated August 2021
Across Scotland, more than one in four (260,000)
children are officially recognised as living in
poverty.1 This means growing up in families without
the resources to ‘obtain the type of diet, participate
in the activities and have the living conditions
and amenities’2 which are normal in 21st century
Scotland.

National and local child
poverty rates
Child poverty rates have been rising both nationally
and locally in recent years. Rates vary between
local authority areas. The most recent local child

poverty estimates range from 32% of all children in
Glasgow City to 16% in East Renfrewshire and the
Shetland Islands.3
Child poverty rates also vary within each local
authority. This means that even local authorities with
relatively low levels of child poverty may still contain
areas with significant numbers of families living in
poverty.
The map below shows estimated levels of poverty in
each local authority area in Scotland in 2019/20.

Figure 1 Local child poverty rate estimates in Scotland from End Child Poverty Coalition 2019/20
1 Scottish Government Poverty and Income Inequality in Scotland 2017-20
2 Child Poverty Action Group What is poverty?
3 End Child Poverty Coalition Child poverty in your area 2014/15-2019/20
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Poverty varies in scale across Scotland but exists, to
some extent, in every area and in every school.

If you would like to see estimated
child poverty rates in your area, go
to www.endchildpoverty.org.uk/local-child-poverty-data

What causes child poverty?
In Scotland, three main factors are working together
to drive child poverty rates upwards.

Inadequate income from employment

Over two thirds of children living in poverty (68%)
are living in working households.4 Although the risk
of poverty is lower in families where adults are in full
time work, not every job is enough to keep a family
afloat. Low pay, insecure work and not enough
hours can mean many working families still face
financial hardship.

Figure 2 Percentage of children in relative poverty after housing costs by household work status in Scotland, 2017-20
4 Scottish Government Poverty and Income Inequality in Scotland 2017-20
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Households in which no-one is in paid employment
are most likely to experience poverty. Common
barriers to work include a lack of suitable
employment opportunities, a lack of suitable
childcare, caring responsibilities, ill health and
disability.

Living costs

There are a range of goods and services which
most people agree are essential: things like housing,
transport, food and drink, clothing, personal items,
social and cultural participation and childcare.5
Families on low incomes can find it difficult to afford
these essentials and when prices rise it hits these
families hardest because they spend a higher
proportion of their incomes on them. Being unable
to afford day to day living costs can lead to a
range of difficulties – for example, debt mounting
up if bills can’t be paid, difficulties finding work if

childcare is unaffordable, paying higher prices for
food when you don’t have the transport to shop
around for good deals and little or no disposable
income to cover household emergencies when
they arise.
For families with children, essential household costs
include those associated with going to school.
The cost of things like uniforms, food, resources,
trips, activities and transport can all put additional
pressure on stretched budgets.

Inadequate social security

Our social security system is meant to be a safety
net for any of us facing hard times but many
families claiming social security benefits are living
below the poverty line. Ongoing welfare reforms are
a major contributing factor to the increase in child
poverty forecast for Scotland.

Figure 3: Proportion of children in relative poverty by priority group status – chart taken from Scottish Government Poverty and
Inequality in Scotland 2017-20
5 Scottish Government Tackling child poverty delivery plan 2018-2022: annex 2
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Which families are most at risk?

What does the future hold?

Any family can fall into poverty but it’s important to
understand who might be at higher risk when you’re
thinking about your own school community.

Even before Covid-19, child poverty rates were
rising - the most recent local child poverty estimates
from 2019/20 show an increase in every local
authority area in Scotland. The full financial impact
of Covid-19 is yet to be seen but we know that job
losses and drops in income have pushed some
families even deeper into hardship, and forced
others into poverty maybe for the first time. It is
expected that the impact of the pandemic on
employment and the economy will increase the
number of children living in poverty.

Households with single parents, disabled members,
children under 1, three or more children, a mother
aged under 25 or a minority ethnic background
make up the majority of households with children
that are in poverty.

“I think they need to not make
assumptions that a family who
were managing fine financially
before Covid are still managing
financially.”
(Parent)

The Child Poverty (Scotland) Act 2017 set legal
targets requiring the Scottish Government to ensure
that fewer than 18% of children are living in poverty
by 2023/24 and less than 10% by 2030. Local
authorities and health boards produce annual Local
Child Poverty Action Reports outlining how they are
helping to meet these reduction targets, including
in schools and other education settings.
All of us working in schools and with children and
families can play our part in helping to tackle child
poverty. Taking a Cost of the School Day approach
means reducing costs to save families money
and helping to maximise incomes by making sure
families get the support they need.
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WHY COST OF THE SCHOOL DAY
MATTERS
We all know the ferocious and long-lasting effect
that poverty can have on children and young
people’s lives and the impact it has on their health,
social, emotional and cognitive development and
educational outcomes.6
Families living on low incomes often don’t have the
resources to access the things we know support
happy healthy development: food, good quality
and warm housing, social and cultural opportunities
and the chance to participate in society like
everyone else. Constant stress and worry about
money can affect parents’ and carers’ health and
wellbeing and, in turn, their children’s.
All of this affects children at school. Growing
up in poverty affects children’s attainment. The
poverty-related attainment gap remains wide7 and
although there is evidence of progress through
the Scottish Attainment Challenge and wider
education policies, closing it ‘remains a complex
and long-term endeavour’.8 Covid-19 has added
extra pressure to this challenge, with the pandemic
worsening existing inequalities and school closures
having a particularly negative impact on children
and young people from low income households.9

Financial barriers throughout
the school day
Trips, uniform, resources for learning in class and
at home, clubs and activities, food, fun events,
transport… school costs which are difficult or
impossible to meet can
■

place barriers in the way of children’s
participation and learning

■

risk income related exclusion and stigma
amongst children and young people

■

put pressure on low family budgets and further
reduce stretched family incomes.

Children and young people tell us that low
incomes can mean missing out on the full range
of opportunities available to them. Shame and
stigma surrounding poverty can mean that they feel
excluded or embarrassed when unable to afford
what is needed. Missing out on opportunities and
feeling different makes it more difficult for children
and young people to learn, to achieve and be
happy at school.

All children and young people should have
equitable access to an education which helps
them develop the skills, knowledge and attributes
needed for learning, life and work - however,
living in a low-income household can affect how
children and young people are able to access that
education.

6 NHS Health Scotland. (2018). Child Poverty in Scotland: health impact and health inequalities.
www.healthscotland.scot/media/2186/child-poverty-impact-inequalities-2018.pdf
7 Audit Scotland. (2021). Improving outcomes for young people through school education.
www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/report/improving-outcomes-for-young-people-through-school-education
8 Scottish Government. (2021).Closing the poverty-related attainment gap: progress report 2016 to 2021.
www.gov.scot/publications/closing-poverty-related-attainment-gap-report-progress-2016-2021
9 Scottish Government. (2021). Equity Audit: deepening the understanding of the impact COVID-19 and school building closures
had on children from socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds and setting clear areas of focus for accelerating
recovery Equity Audit (www.gov.scot)
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“Well I think if all of your friends
or people you know go to the
after-school clubs, school trips,
that kind of isolates you from
them. You’re singled out, you’re
not with them, just a spare
person.”

“It felt like they weren’t interested
and that we were on our own. If
it’s smallish amounts of money I
don’t raise it as they don’t seem
to understand.”
(Parent)

(Young person, S5)

Parents and carers tell us that even small costs at
school can be significant for families getting by
on low incomes. They say they can feel frustrated
and unseen when schools aren’t mindful of
financial pressures, and that it can feel difficult and
embarrassing to approach their schools for support.
They may have to cut corners on other essentials to
meet costs.

‘Parents just need to do without
to ensure the kids don’t.’

But it doesn’t have to be like this. Cost of the School
Day is all about understanding financial barriers,
reducing costs and boosting incomes.
Schools across Scotland taking action on the Cost
of the School Day have the power to:
■

remove barriers to participation and drive
equal access to everything the school day has
to offer

■

support children and young people’s
wellbeing, helping them to feel respected, safe,
nurtured and included in all aspects of school
life, be healthy, active and learn responsibility
through participation in educational experiences
and achieve their full potential at school without
financial barriers standing in the way

■

ease financial worries and maximise incomes
– and increased family income has a causal link
with improved outcomes for children and young
people, particularly their cognitive development
and school achievement.10

(Parent)

10 Stewart, K. and Cooper, K. (2017). Does money affect children’s outcomes? An update. Centre for Analysis of Social Exclusion.
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Find out more in Step Four about some of the simple policy and
practice changes that schools and local authorities throughout
Scotland have been making to reduce the cost of learning and
support children and families.

PLAY
Watch Why Cost of the School Day makes a
difference, a short film featuring children, young
people and staff from schools across Scotland
talking about why taking action on cost barriers
matters.

“Parents don’t have to feel guilty
about not having money for
school trips and activities - the
costs are either removed via
school attempts to tackle costs
associated with the school day
or costs are covered using our
cost of the school day funding.”
(Renfrewshire Council)
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COST OF THE SCHOOL DAY
IN POLICY
Poverty awareness and action to remove cost
pressures, barriers to learning and stigma cuts
across all of the work that we do with children
and their families. Cost of the School Day doesn’t

SCOTTISH ATTAINMENT CHALLENGE

stand alone as a separate initiative. Here are just
some areas within Scottish education policy and
school life where Cost of the School Day should be
considered, included or addressed.

GETTING IT RIGHT FOR EVERY CHILD (GIRFEC)

EVERY CHILD, EVERY CHANCE: TACKLING CHILD POVERTY
COVID-19 RECOVERY

PUPIL EQUITY FUNDING

CHILDREN’S RIGHTS AND THE UNCRC

ACHIEVING EQUITY, INCLUSION AND SOCIAL JUSTICE
PUPIL VOICE AND PARTICIPATION
PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT FOR LEARNING

FAMILY LEARNING

COMMUNITY LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT

LEARNING FOR SUSTAINABILITY

SELF-EVALUATION AND SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT
PARTICIPATORY BUDGETING

GTCS PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

CAREER LONG PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

“Taking action on the Cost of
the School Day helps schools
improve understanding of
barriers faced by pupils and
families affected by poverty and
helps develop poverty aware
policies and practices to reduce
financial pressures and promote
equity.”
Pupil Equity Funding – National Operational
Guidance, 2021
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WHAT WORKS TO DEVELOP AND
SUSTAIN COST OF THE SCHOOL DAY?
An independent evaluation of Cost of the School Day found that it contributes to poverty awareness and
the development of policies and practices which reduce financial pressures and increase participation.
The evaluation also offers learning for schools and local authorities on what helps most when developing a
Cost of the School Day approach and sustaining it over time.

Take a look through the pointers below and think about how they apply in your
setting. There are lots of resources throughout the rest of the Toolkit to help on this
journey.

What works well in schools
A whole-school approach to Cost of the
School Day with commitment and leadership
from senior management to listen and take
action
Designating Cost of the School Day lead(s)
and setting up a working group to implement,
monitor and review activity
Ensuring widespread understanding of the
links between Cost of the School Day and
key education, poverty and children’s policy
priorities
Ensuring that the whole school community
hears about Cost of the School Day and is
involved, including children, families and
Parent Councils
Addressing attitudes towards poverty from the
start to minimise negative reactions and get
everyone on board
Making use of materials and resources in the
Cost of the School Day Toolkit to involve your
school community on an ongoing basis
Considering how Cost of the School Day
actions can be implemented in a nonstigmatising way which will help encourage
children and families to access support
Ensuring that Cost of the School Day doesn’t
stand alone but is embedded in school
planning, review and improvement processes.

What works well in local
authorities
Designating a senior leader within education
services who will champion the work and take
strategic responsibility for it across the authority
Ensuring schools are supported to take forward
Cost of the School Day work, identifying barriers
and taking action to address them together
Consistently communicating links between
Cost of the School Day and key education,
poverty and children’s policy priorities
Taking local authority-wide strategic action to
tackle common challenges and support antipoverty work in schools – for example, financial
inclusion support, digital access or negotiating
cheaper uniform suppliers across schools
Including Cost of the School Day within local
Pupil Equity Funding (PEF) guidance
Supporting schools to embed Cost of the
School Day in improvement planning cycles
and including this in local authority review or
audit processes
Ensuring local governance structures are in
place to drive progress and to monitor and
understand impact
Supporting connections between schools and
local agencies providing financial support and
other services.

Find out more in Step Four about some of the ways schools and local authorities throughout
Scotland have been developing and sustaining their own Cost of the School Day approaches.
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SETTING UP A COST OF THE SCHOOL
DAY WORKING GROUP
A Cost of the School Day working group can plan, implement and
monitor your school’s efforts to reduce costs and remove cost
barriers to participation in education.
What can your working group
achieve?

Membership

Using the How to Guide and the resources in this
toolkit, a Cost of the School Day working group can

A working group can exist as a stand-alone team or
work as part of a wider improvement group already
active in the school. Some schools have their own
pupil equalities groups that can get involved. Parent
Councils can be ideal partners to include in the
working group. Working groups might look different
in different settings but must have the right people
involved to influence, make decisions and take
action.

■

help raise awareness throughout the school
about the impact of poverty on learning and
participation

■

lead consultation with the school community

■

highlight existing good practice

■

develop an action plan to address challenges
identified

■

support and monitor action plan implementation
by highlighting successes and impact

■

develop a whole school Cost of the School Day
policy.

“It does take time to change
attitudes so this needs to be on
the agenda and spoken about
constantly…it’s not a fad.”
(Secondary school teacher)

An effective working group will help to set and share
tasks and plan reasonable timescales. Regular
meetings will maintain momentum and let you
reflect on your progress and success.

Membership should include a variety of voices from
throughout the school community alongside people
with the power to make decisions and implement
change – for example, representatives from senior
management, a range of staff in different roles,
parents and carers and children and young people.

“It’s been important for us to
have a real mix of people so
that there’s the senior leadership
there driving it but also people
from different departments
and with different roles. Having
ownership across the school
makes getting things right and
getting things done so much
easier.”
(Secondary school PT)
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Making an impact
■

Your group could start by highlighting all of the
current good practice in your school. Making
clear everything that is there to be built on can
help set a positive and inspiring tone

■

Agreeing some simple actions which can
be implemented straight away can be really
effective. These quick-wins should be easy
to implement, inexpensive and bring about
immediate change for children and their families.
For example, if it was clear that entry fees were
putting some families off of taking part in an
event, could you implement donation only
contributions at the next one? This small change
could have an immediate impact.

■

Some actions will involve a longer term
approach, so setting reasonable time scales
for achieving this change in your action plan is
a good idea. For example, some schools have
reviewed their policies and processes around
Primary 7 school trips by reviewing their offer, their
initial trip letters home, how they are highlighting
financial support and planning fundraisers and
PEF spend to ensure cost is not a barrier for pupils
to attend.

■

Many schools are facing the same types of
challenges – it can be useful to link in with and
learn from good practice in other schools which
can be adapted or replicated. In Step Four
you’ll find lots of examples of good practice from
schools around Scotland.

■

Regularly review your action plan, update and
amend it appropriately to reflect your school’s
current position to ensure that Cost of the School
Day is embedded throughout school life.

■

Keep communicating, consulting and involving
pupils and families in what you are doing.
Consider ways to share updates and get
feedback on your progress from the school
community.

■

It’s helpful to be aware of community initiatives
and groups like school banks and money advice
services and, where appropriate, link up with
them to enhance the work you are doing.

■

Celebrate and share your success with your
school and wider community. If possible you
could share and promote good practice with
neighbouring schools. Your success will support
others along on their Cost of the School Day
journey.

What does success look like?
Embedding a Cost of the School Day approach
will support your school to create lasting changes
in culture. By reducing financial pressure on families
your school is helping all pupils to participate in all
parts of the school day and inspiring confidence
amongst parents that their school takes issues
around poverty and equity seriously. The working
group will help the school as a whole to hear the
voices, experiences and solutions of children, young
people and parents and can help drive a clear and
strategic approach to tackling financial barriers.

“We will continue to create an
action plan to target the Cost
of the School Day and ensure
it remains at the forefront of our
(and our wider community’s)
minds. This is something that will
continue in our school as it is
now embedded in our culture.”
(Primary School PT working group lead)
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COST OF THE SCHOOL DAY STORIES
The quotes used in the stories below are all from children and
young people in Scottish schools, their teachers and their parents/
carers. These stories can be used to prompt discussion and to
reflect on practice.
Key questions:
■
■

Would this happen in our school? How do we know?
What measures would help to make sure that children in these
situations are supported appropriately?

Aisha is in S1. Her mum made sure that
she had the correct uniform at the start
of the school year but she’s grown out
of her shoes and lost a few things. Her
mum won’t have any money for new
uniform until the end of the month.
“It’s way different, in primary it
didn’t matter as much but now in
high school it’s different. You get
some nice kids but lots of bullies.
Teachers are like ‘where’s your
tie?’ especially after assembly. You
get told you have to get one for
the next day. Some people get
paid monthly… but they expect it
the next day.”

Jenna is in S4 and has just moved
outwith the school catchment to live
with her gran. She used to walk to
school but now has to get two buses
every day.
“I have to get a bus into town that’s
£4 then another bus in that’s £2.80
so it’s costing me 6 or 7 pounds
every day. A bus pass is like £30 a
month. But it’s my school whether
it’s my catchment school or not.”
Jenna’s friend Chelsea gets the school
bus home which leaves right after the
bell.
“I’m doing the school play so
you’ve got to stay back after
school and you’ve got to stay
back to work on projects and all
that. So it means I can’t get the
school bus home. I’ve got to pay
for public transport afterwards.”
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Gohar is 12. His mum works part time in
a shop and cares for his grandmother.
His dad has just started a new job as a
security guard. Gohar is not eligible for
free school meals but his family struggle
to pay for lunch every day.
“I think free meals should be
for everyone because even if
there is two parents it doesn’t
mean they’re going to have
more money. My dad had to get
kicked out of his job because they
couldn’t afford to pay the workers.
He got redundant in October,
November and he’s only just
starting his new job this month.”
Gohar’s head teacher knows that there
are many children in his situation
“We have families who cannot
claim for free school meals and
they are breadline families. The
parents are so proud and they go
off to work but their children often
come in hungry in morning.”
Tess is in P5. Her family are managing
on a very tight budget and don’t always
have the small amounts of money
needed for fun days and fundraising
events.
“There’s nothing to do at the
summer fair if you don’t have
money. Even throwing a sponge
at the teacher costs about £1.
Sometimes you just have to sit in
class if you don’t have any money,
that’s happened to me. You get
made fun of.”
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Layla is 14 and has four brothers and
sisters. Her mum has told her that there’s
no way she can afford to go on the
school skiing trip.
“My mum felt guilty that I couldn’t
go. Why do we have costly
trips then? It puts people under
pressure and it makes people
embarrassed and disappointed
if they can’t go. Last trip I missed
it was just me in my class and
that was rubbish, the majority of
people were away on the trip. I’d
rather just stay off - cos if I’m not
doing anything on activity weeks I
just don’t come in because there’s
no point, you just sit on a class
and see a movie when you could
just sit in your house.”
Lewis is 12. He receives free school
meals but only occasionally eats lunch
in school.
“If your pals are going out at lunch
you’ll be a loner. It puts you out
the group because they’re going
out and then you’re sitting there
on your own with a free meal. You
have to stay here and have your
free school meal or you could go
with them and just watch them
while you’re starving.”

Tess’s mum is frustrated by the small but
frequent charges requested by school
“Not only does their school require
specific pieces of equipment such
as calculators, glue sticks, certain
expensive pencils and pens, rulers
to name a few, but they run so
many events during school hours
which cost money. If the parents
cannot pay, the children have
to sit out. An example being yet
another fundraising event, a
talent show during school hours,
costing £1 each to go (or take
part) plus money for refreshments
and tuck. The children get
reprimanded for not bringing in
the essential stationery kit, they
lose golden time at the end of
class - once again singled out
because we can’t afford it.”
Ewan is in S4. He quite likes cooking but
didn’t take Home Economics this year.
“I didnae want to pay 50 pence
on Home Eccies. I didn’t want to
pay that because I couldn’t be
bothered because then that takes
money off my lunch money, and I
was like, nah.”
Ewan’s teacher is aware that subject
costs are difficult for young people who
aren’t always able to pay
“Children have the embarrassment
of us saying ‘do you have your
money? You can’t cook today’.
If you’re collecting money there
are other things you’re not doing.
Course fees are just really unfair. It’s
not a free curriculum.”

Paul is in S5. He is taking Higher English
and Modern Studies and National 5
Economics, French and Geography. He
doesn’t have a computer at home. His
school library is open for 40 minutes at
lunchtime and for an hour after school
each day.
“It’s difficult in any subject that
requires an essay - all the
teachers ask for it to be emailed
to them, they don’t like getting it in
paper form. One teacher wouldn’t
accept my homework ‘cause it
was handwritten. I’ve got to go to
the library because we don’t have
a computer at home and I’ve
had to hand in homework late or
rush it and it hasn’t been the best
because I’ve only been able to
get there at lunch or break and
sometimes I’ve got to skip lunch to
make sure I get the work done. If
it’s to be in on the Monday and it’s
Friday there’s not much you could
do.“
Mark is a single parent with two girls in
primary school.
“I struggle to keep up with charges
on what seems a non-stop basis.
They think I can pay but I struggle
putting food on the table for both
of us and pay my bills. I’ve already
had to stop their swimming lessons
at the weekend. I have nothing
more I can cut back on. Life is
already hard enough without
school making it even harder
and risking kids being labelled
or bullied because their parents
can’t afford to keep up.”
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AWARENESS RAISING SLIDES WITH
SUPPORTING NOTES

These Cost of the School Day slides are designed
to help ensure that all school staff have a good
awareness of child poverty and the difference they
can make. They contain information, reflective
questions and short films on the following topics:
■

Child poverty in your school community

■

The impact of Covid-19 on family finances

■

Cost of the School Day and action to support
children and families on low incomes

These supporting notes provide key information
to include when sharing the slides. The slides will
provide everyone with the opportunity to consider
how poverty affects their school community and,
ideally, act as a trigger for further investigation or
discussion in your setting.
Slides can be used at whole school inset sessions, in
team and department meetings, at Parent Council
meetings, at new staff induction, for individual
reflection and as part of professional learning.
For further information, go to our Resources section
at the end of the Toolkit.
Slides and supporting notes last updated August
2021.
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COST OF THE SCHOOL DAY WITHIN
THE CURRICULUM
Talking about poverty and Cost of the School Day
with children and young people can involve a
broad range of issues relevant to the curriculum
and support reflection on their own values and
beliefs. Topical issues raised for discussion by
children and young people of all ages have
included:
■

reasons behind inequalities in society

■

causes and consequences of poverty

■

the social security system and welfare reform

■

poverty and children’s rights

■

food insecurity

■

in work poverty and low wages

■

attitudes towards poverty in society

■

what poverty looks like globally, nationally and
locally

■

media representations of poverty.

“It’s better to educate kids on
poverty. I think they should do
more, like, financial awareness of
the areas we’re in because these
are some of the poorest areas in
Dundee. And if you were to take
that and teach kids more about
that then I think they’d take people
having less money less as a joke
and take it more seriously. I think
in the younger years they think ‘oh
you don’t have that, you’re not
good enough’ but that’s because
of a lack of knowledge.”

Cost of the School Day, or child poverty more
broadly, can be addressed in many parts of the
curriculum and at a range of levels. For example,
this work could be part of:
Health and wellbeing: helping learners to explore
their rights and the rights of others; how to bring
about positive change at school and in the wider
community; and the factors which create a more
welcoming environment for all.
Social studies: exploring the impact of inequality,
discrimination or prejudice on people’s lives;
analysing why some groups experience inequality;
attitudes towards inequality; how the needs
of groups within the local community can be
supported and how inequality might be addressed.
Religious and moral education: thinking
about values, and how they can affect actions;
considering how values like honesty, respect and
compassion might be applied to moral issues; and
thinking about the impact moral decision making
has on society.

“Pupils need to be more open
minded. Maybe if we were
taught lessons about people
who have less money… You
need to be brought up in an
environment where you’re open
to people who are different. If
you’re brought up to be open to
talking about these things then
you’ll be a better adult and then
our generation will be better.”
P7 pupil, Glasgow

Young person, S5, Dundee
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Pupil participation and activism
Exploring poverty and inequality and thinking about
how to make their environment more inclusive for all
can also support children’s participation, voice and
activism around social issues.

St John Ogilvie High School in South Lanarkshire has
started an S1 Cost of the School Day pupil group
to support their work on reducing cost barriers and
achieving equity:

This practice case study on the Pupil Anti-Poverty
Working Group at Queen Anne High School (QAHS)
in Dunfermline, Fife, describes young people’s work
and their impact and suggests how this can be
replicated in other schools.

“I think sometimes staff are afraid of
stigmatising, afraid of getting it wrong.
My advice to schools would be to
not be so afraid about talking about
poverty because you need to be
talking about it. It’s a serious issue and
the kids can cope with talking about
it actually better than we can. If you
give them the platform and give them
the space you’ll be blown away by
what they’re able to do and achieve.”
Correen Dickson, Teacher,
Queen Anne High School

“I think with us being young
adults, it gets it across more.
Because it’s us that are leading
it, teachers and higher up
people say, oh, they’re taking
the initiative and trying to help.
The spotlight is on us and people
listen to us.”
S6 student, Queen Anne High School
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“It has been great to get their input
into our policies and also into the Cost
of the School Day lessons we have
incorporated as part of our S1 course.
Many of the young people involved
are keen to support everyone in their
school community, and their input into
how the school continues to develop
its Cost of the School Day policies and
strategies is likely to be invaluable.”
Leigh Galloway, Principal Teacher of Equity,
St John Ogilvie High School

CASE STUDY: ST JOHN OGILVIE HIGH
SCHOOL, SOUTH LANARKSHIRE
As part of their wider equity work, staff at St. John Ogilvie High
School in Hamilton, South Lanarkshire have been finding ways to
include the Cost of the School Day in the curriculum.
S1 Modern Studies lesson overview

These S1 Modern Studies lessons, developed by
Karly Japp at St John Ogilvie High School, have a
numeracy related learning intention and success
criteria around calculating the actual cost of a
school day. The lessons include learning about
local poverty rates, cost barriers and their impact at
school and reflection on what their school does well
to overcome these barriers and what more could
be done.

The class starts by looking at the costs they might
have already encountered that day. They then learn
more about the current levels of poverty in Scotland
and in their local area and, using the Cost of the
School Day clock, look across their whole school
day to work out where costs lie, and what barriers
they might present to children and families in their
school.
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Using the Flashcard resource, groups then think
about how much money needs to be spent at
different points of the school day and discuss their
decisions.
Young people are invited to reflect on why it’s
important to reduce or remove barriers, and the
difference it might make to them and their friends.
The class finish by thinking through what their school
does well to support them and what else can be
done to support children and families with the cost
of the school day.

“We found that this lasted a couple
of periods because it generated
so much discussion with first year
pupils. It was particularly good
to hear their thoughts because
they could reflect on primary
experiences as well as their first few
months of secondary.”
Leigh Galloway, Principal Teacher of Equity at
St John Ogilvie

St. John Ogilvie High School also features in our
Talking about Costs and Money at School
resource, alongside exemplars of other schools
working to enhance or refine their approach to
communicating with their school communities
about costs.
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STEP TWO

INVOLVE YOUR
SCHOOL COMMUNITY
Now that you’ve laid the groundwork and planned what you’re
going to do, it’s time to make sure that everyone is included in the
discussion.
In Step Two you will be:
■

Auditing costs across the school year to understand what families are being asked to pay for, and when

■

Asking pupils about cost barriers and seeking their suggestions for how overcome them

■

Asking parents and carers about cost pressures - Parent Councils are great partners to support this

■

Asking staff about costs, their impact and how they can be reduced or removed.

To support your work in Step Two, this section of the toolkit includes
resources for discussions with all groups – children and young people,
parents and carers and all staff members:
■

The Cost of the School Day clock

■

Cost of the School Day flashcards

■

Cost of the School Day wall frieze

■

Meet Ross, Humeira and Jessica: case studies for children and young people

■

Survey for children and young people

■

Cost of the School Day reflective questions

■

What are the costs of your school day?

■

Survey for school staff

■

Parent Council resource

■

Survey for parents and carers
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THE COST OF THE
SCHOOL DAY CLOCK
This clock can help to prompt discussion about school costs and
financial barriers to participation with groups of staff, children,
young people or parents/carers.
Accompanying prompt questions
■

What costs are involved in each part of the school day?

■

What problems or barriers might children and young people from low income households face
throughout the school day?

■

What does the school do now to prevent or help with this?

■

What else might help?
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10:30

FRIENDSHIPS AT
SCHOOL

11:00

SCHOOL TRIPS

12:40 14:00
EATING AT
SCHOOL

FUN
EVENTS

09:15
LEARNING AT
SCHOOL

08:00

16:00

TRAVELLING TO
SCHOOL

07:00

GETTING DRESSED
FOR SCHOOL

SCHOOL CLUBS

19:00

HOME LEARNING

00:00

ATTITUDES TOWARDS POVERTY
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COST OF THE SCHOOL DAY
FLASHCARD RESOURCE
This Cost of the School Day Resource Pack contains 10 subject
area flashcards and 1 money card, each for printing out and
laminating. This pack is intended to be used in a group session
where the participants determine how much a certain day-to-day
activity costs in real terms – the more pound coins piled up on the
flashcard the more that activity costs. Print out the flashcard sheets,
trim back to A5 size and laminate. Print out several copies of the
last sheet which has images of pound coins – again, laminate and
then cut out to shape. You’re now ready to find out the cost of the
school day!
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FOR SCHOOL
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TRAVELLING
TO SCHOOL

34
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EVENTS

38

EATING
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39

ATTITUDES TOWARDS
POVERTY
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SCHOOL
CLUBS

41

HOME
LEARNING
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ANYTHING
ELSE?
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COST OF THE SCHOOL DAY
WALL FRIEZE
The Cost of the School Day images in the Flashcard
Resource can be printed out in A3 and stuck
together to make a wall frieze. This can be used at
Parents’ Evenings, at assemblies or at other school
events where you are seeking the opinions of as
many people as possible.

Participants can:
■

put sticky dots on the top 3 parts of the day
which cost them a lot or which they consider
problematic

■

write their thoughts about different parts of the
school day on Post It notes and stick it on the
appropriate image

■

write down and post their thoughts into a
confidential postbox next to the frieze

■

look at the images and discuss them briefly with
a person staffing the frieze.
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MEET ROSS, HUMEIRA AND JESSICA:
CASE STUDIES FOR CHILDREN AND
YOUNG PEOPLE
Finding out about the Cost of the School Day
from children and young people’s perspectives
means talking about poverty and its impact. Some
children and young people in your school may be
experiencing these issues in their own lives.
The stories here, featuring characters called Ross,
Humeira and Jessica, can be used to broach these
potentially sensitive topics in Cost of the School
Day sessions with children and young people.
These scenarios touch lightly on some of the
challenges facing low income families like the cost
of living, family stress, housing, access to childcare
and difficulties finding suitable employment, but

1.

Feel free to adapt the tone of story and the
character’s age and interests depending on the
age group you are working with. Pictures can be
used to illustrate the story as appropriate. As an
alternative to discussion, children can draw pictures
of the characters and their families, their thoughts
and feelings and the scenarios they come up with.

Meet Ross

Ross is 10. Ross has just moved to this area with his
mum and little sister Amelie, who is 3. Ross is about
to start at your school. He’s a bit nervous because
he doesn’t know what to expect. He wants to fit in
and be happy. He hopes he makes friends and
that the teachers are nice. He hopes he’ll be able
to do the work and that there’s a computing club
there like there was at his old school.
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focusing on a fictional character’s circumstances
means there is no expectation that children and
young people will share their own experiences and
they maintain control of whether - if at all - they ever
mention anything about themselves or their own
lives.

Ross gets on pretty well with his family – well,
Amelie is a bit of a pain sometimes but he likes
her really. His mum used to work part time in
Tesco near where they used to stay but since they
moved here she’s finding it difficult to find another
job which will fit in with Amelie’s nursery hours. “This
means that there isn’t a lot of money at home
and sometimes Ross knows that his mum is a bit
stressed about paying bills and things like that.
She quite often tells Ross that they can’t afford
the things he wants, like new video games and a
phone.

Humeira wants to fit in at her new school and
make friends. She’s had a look at the uniform
online and it seems ok. She thinks that her mum is
going to take her to buy it soon. She’s a bit worried
about being behind after moving schools halfway
through the year and hopes she’ll be able to sit
exams in all the subjects she was doing before.
Home Economics and Drama are her favourites.
She wants to be a professional chef and plans to
find some work experience in a local restaurant.

2.

Meet Humeira

Humeira is 15. She has just moved to this area with
her mum and her brother Irfan, 8, and she’s going
to be starting at your school. Humeira’s mum and
dad have recently separated and they’re living
with her elderly grandmother who her mum is
helping to care for. Humeira is sad to leave her old
school, her friends and her dad behind but happy
to spend more time with her grandmother who
she enjoys cooking and baking with.

Her mum gets some money from the government
for helping to care for Humeira’s grandmother
but she is struggling to find work with hours that fit
in with her caring duties and also being able to
pick Irfan up after school. She is sure something
suitable will turn up soon.
Humeira knows her mum is worried about money
and doesn’t want to stress her out too much. She
often plays with her little brother in the evening so
her mum can get some time to herself.

Jessica likes when all the family get together and
have movie nights with popcorn, but sometimes
finds the house is really noisy and it’s difficult to
have quiet time alone. Her favourite thing to do
is to go to school football practice on a Thursday
after school where she can hang out with her
friends and get some peace from her noisy sisters.

3.

Meet Jessica

Jessica is 11. She has three sisters: Cara 8, Libby
6, and Eva who is only 3 months old. They are all
quite noisy and leave toys everywhere around the
house, especially on her side of the bedroom.
Jessica shares a bedroom with two of her sisters
and her baby sister sleeps in the other bedroom
with her mum and dad. The family is waiting to
hear from the council whether they can move into
a bigger house and maybe then she won’t have
to share a room.

Jessica’s dad works long hours as a delivery driver
and can be home late so she helps her mum out
around the house by doing the washing up and
entertaining her sisters. Her mum is on maternity
leave right now but says she will have to go back
to work soon because things are getting more
expensive and she’s being ‘eaten out of house
and home.’
Jessica is in P7 and will be going to secondary
school next year. She’s looking forward to her P7
transition visit and the leavers’ activities the school
are putting on. She can’t wait to come home and
tell her family all about them.
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Key questions to explore
Ross, Humeira and Jessica are all part of families
where there isn’t a lot of money to spare. This is
really common – over a quarter of all children
and young people in Scotland are living on low
incomes. Today we’re going to talk about a typical
day in your school and try to think about things
from Ross, Humeira or Jessica’s point of view – what
would things be like for them at your school?

■

From the start to the end of the school day: what
kinds of things would s/he need to pay for?

■

What sorts of things cost a lot? Is there anything
you think s/he would find it difficult to afford?

■

How would s/he fit in at your school?

■

If s/he wasn’t able to afford to pay for something,
what would happen?

The Cost of the School Day Clock and Flashcard
Resource depicting different parts of the school
day can be used as visual prompts when discussing
Ross, Humeira or Jessica’s school day.

■

Is there anything s/he would miss out on doing
throughout the school day because of money?
Which things would be a big deal? How would s/
he feel and what would he do?

■

Would s/he ever feel different or left out because
of not having much money? How would he feel
and what would he do?

■

Would s/he be able to get any help from
teachers? How easy or difficult would it be for
him/her to talk to them? What about their mums
or dads?

■

What sorts of things does your school do right now
to make sure that s/he could take part and feel
happy at school? Do they work well? Why or why
not?

■

If you were in charge of how the school is run,
what would you do to make sure that s/he could
take part in everything and feel happy and
included?

Scale showing which parts of the school day would be a ‘big
deal’ or ‘no big deal’ for Ross
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CHILDREN AND YOUNG
PEOPLE’S SURVEY
A short survey, worded appropriately for children’s
age and stage, can offer an anonymous way of
offering opinions on Cost of the School Day and
may be suitable for some. Ideally it will be used as
one of a range of ways to consult with children and
young people.

For children and young people who would not be
comfortable completing the survey on their own,
questions and instructions can be read out to
the group with responses completed individually.
Alternatively, the questions in the survey can be
used instead to prompt group discussion and
activities.

If you would like participants to complete the survey online you can create your
own copy by going to https://bit.ly/2tYGFoA and clicking on ‘duplicate this form
and start using it as your own’. You will need your Glow login details.

SAMPLE INTRODUCTION
“Lots of families in Scotland are living on low incomes – over a quarter of children
in Scotland come from families which sometimes struggle to make ends meet. We
want to make sure that lack of money doesn’t stand in the way of anyone taking
part at school. We also want to make sure that nobody feels left out or bad at
school because of lack of money.
This survey asks you questions about costs at school and what would happen if
a pupil wasn’t able to afford some costs. You don’t need to be in that position
yourself to take part in this survey – everybody’s views are important in making
sure that your school is welcoming for all pupils.
We will look at what everyone says and use the information to try to improve
things. We promise to keep you updated about what’s happening.”
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1

In your school, what costs you and your family money?
Please tick boxes below.

Uniform

Spending time with friends

Travelling to school

Trips

Breakfast club

Lunch

Learning (e.g. materials, subject costs)

Fun events (e.g. discos, fundraising)

Break time

Homework

Clubs and activities

2

What do you think are the biggest costs at school?
Please write in the box below.

3

If somebody in your school didn’t have a lot of money at home, what are the TOP THREE costs that
might be difficult for them to afford?
Please tick THREE of the boxes below.

Uniform

Spending time with friends

Travelling to school

Trips

Breakfast club

Lunch

Learning (e.g. materials, subject costs)

Fun events (e.g. discos, fundraising)

Break time

Homework

Clubs and activities
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4

Thinking about all the things you pay for in school, how much do you agree or disagree with the
statements?
Tick one box for each statement.

‘Even if you can’t pay, you wouldn’t miss out on doing anything in our school.”
Definitely agree

Not sure

Agree

Disagree

Definitely disagree

“It doesn’t matter how much people money have at this school, they wouldn’t be left out or made to
feel bad about it.”
Definitely agree

Not sure

Agree

Disagree

5

How easy would it be to talk to teachers or other school staff if you were worried about money or
couldn’t afford to pay for something?
Please tick one of the boxes below.

Really easy

Not sure

Easy

Difficult

6

Definitely disagree

Really difficult

Do you ever worry about costs at school?
Please tick one of the boxes below.

A lot

Sometimes

Not much

Never
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7

If somebody in your school didn’t have a lot of money at home, would they get help at school to pay
for any of the things below?
Please tick one box on each row.

Yes
Uniform
Lunches and eating at school
Materials for learning in class and at home
Subject costs
School trips
Fun events
Clubs and activities
Travelling to school

8

What else could the school do to help families with school costs?
Please write in the box.

9

Is there anything else you would like to say about costs at your school?
Please write in the box.
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No

Don’t know

COST OF THE SCHOOL DAY
REFLECTIVE QUESTIONS
08:00 Travelling to
school
■

■
■
■

■

■

What effect are travel costs
likely to have on low income
families in the school?
Do transport costs affect
attendance and late coming?
Do we know what parents think
about transport costs?
Thinking of the full range of
activities provided at school,
who takes part in them? Are
there patterns by income?
Which activities are likely to
incur additional travel costs
and are there alternative ways
to do them?
Are there ways in which
travel can be made more
affordable for low income
families?

07:00 Getting dressed
for school
■

■

■
■

■
■

■
■

Are all eligible families
receiving school clothing
grants?
What impact is the current
school uniform policy likely to
have on low income children
and young people?
Do we know what parents think
about the cost of uniform?
Is the school communicating
affordable options to parents
successfully?
Are parents able to pay in
instalments?
How is the school currently
approaching non-uniform
compliance with pupils?
How can uniform based
bullying be reduced?
Are rewards linked to the
consistent wearing of school
uniform?

10:30 Friendships at
school
How does income affect friendships in the
school?
■ Are there ways to minimise or control differences
in what children have and bring to school?
■ Is the basis of poverty based bullying named and
discussed?
■ What kind of awareness-raising actually works for
young people? What could change attitudes
and behaviour?
■

09:15 Learning at
school
What do children and young
people need to pay for?
■ If a child or young person
didn’t have resources, how
would school policy or
individual practices impact on
him or her?
■ What is school policy on
lending resources and is this
applied consistently?
■ Which young people take
which subjects at certificate
level? Are there patterns by
income in subjects which incur
additional costs?
■

11:00 School trips
■
■
■
■

■
■

■

Who goes on trips? Are there
patterns by income?
Do we know what parents think
about the cost of trips?
What proportion of our trips are
subsidised?
What system is in place to
subsidise trips and is this done
in a non-stigmatising way?
How are trips spaced out
across the year?
How aware are staff of
external funding sources for
trips?
How can we minimise pressure
on low income families
while still offering a range of
opportunities and experiences
to children?
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19:00 Home learning
■

16:00 School clubs
Who does and doesn’t take
part in clubs? Are there
patterns by income?
■ Are there hidden transport,
equipment or materials costs
in the clubs we offer?
■ Are there ways to remove
costs for equipment and
travel?
■ Are there ways for clubs to
offer an exciting range of
opportunities while staying free
or very low cost?

■

■

12:40 Eating at school
Are all eligible families
receiving free school meals?
■ What is breakfast club uptake
like and why? Are there ways
to boost uptake?
■ How can free meals be
offered in a non-stigmatising
way on trips?
■

14:00 Fun events
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Who does and doesn’t take part in fun events?
Are there patterns by income?
Is attendance affected by fun events at school?
How are fun events spaced out across the
school year and how much notice is provided?
Are additional costs for transport and food
considered when planning events?
What happens when young people want to take
part but don’t have the money?
How can fundraising happen in a nonstigmatising and inclusive way?
How can fun events be designed so that
everyone is involved and nobody feels left out?
How can staff help pupils with costs without them
having to ask?
How can fun events take place without pressure
being placed on children to pay and sticking out
for not doing so?
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■

■

■

How are we supporting children
and young people without
digital access at home?
Where can children and young
people access computers and
the internet in the school and
the local community? Do they
know about this?
Could home craft tasks be
putting financial pressure on
families? Are there alternative
ways to approach tasks?
What is school policy on
lending resources and is this
applied consistently?
How is homework linked to
systems of reward and/ or
sanctions?

00:00 Understanding and
attitudes towards poverty
How much do staff know
about poverty, its impact
and the local context? What
would be useful to discuss and
explore as part of professional
development?
■ Have children and young
people had the opportunity
to discuss issues surrounding
poverty and how it affects
them? How can we build
on young people’s interest
and willingness to address
these topics openly and
empathically?
■ How much do you know
about parent’s opinions and
experiences on these issues?
■ How good are we at
promoting financial
entitlements to families and
ensuring take up?
■

WHAT ARE THE COSTS OF YOUR
SCHOOL DAY?
This group discussion exercise is designed to help you explore and
estimate likely costs for families in your school, providing a baseline
measure against which progress can be measured.
For each part of the school day, you are asked to
reflect on how much money families are likely to
spend. Refer to school policies and also to your
knowledge and experience of how things are done
in your school.

■

Some costs may not be mandatory - consider
though what children and young people are likely
to need and want and what parents/carers are
likely to try to provide for their children

■

In each category, choose the time period –
weekly, monthly or annually – which gives you
the clearest picture of cost pressures on family
budgets, e.g. annually for larger irregular costs like
uniform and trips and weekly/monthly for regular
costs like travel and lunch

■

The discussion required to reach decisions will
be invaluable in understanding where costs
come from and when they are most significant
so please record key discussion points in the
summary notes boxes.

Please note:
■ Add any missing items to the boxes in each
section. Leave blank any boxes which are not
applicable to your school
■

Costs vary depending on age and stage of
children. Consider the perspectives of different
learners to understand costs at different stages,
e.g. a P1, P4 and P7 pupil or an S1, S4 and S5/6
pupil

What are the most significant
costs for families at your school?

What are pupils from low income
families at risk of missing out on?

What times of year might be
most difficult financially for
families?

What are the hidden costs of
participation in school life?
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1

UNIFORM COSTS

Estimate uniform costs in the table below. Please take into account the school
uniform policy, growth of child, changes of clothes required for washing, wear
and tear throughout the school year and factors which result in additional costs,
e.g. braiding, change of tie, unusual colours, embroidered logos or specialist
suppliers.
■

Consider costs for those families receiving clothing grants and those not
receiving clothing grants

■

Please choose the most useful time period for you – weekly, monthly or
yearly – when calculating costs.

Estimated uniform costs
Items

Weekly

Monthly

Yearly

Recommended school uniform
PE kit
Shoes
Coats/jackets
Schoolbag
Other (please write below)

TOTAL

Summary notes e.g. highest costs, times of the year with highest costs, factors which could
lead to additional costs, current uptake of clothing grant, impact of receiving clothing grant,
ways in which the school tries to reduce costs…
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2

TRAVEL COSTS

Estimate travel costs in the table below. Take into account daily travel from
home to school and back, any additional travel for after school activities and
the eligibility policy surrounding free transport in your local authority area.
■

Please choose the most useful time period for you – weekly, monthly or
yearly – when calculating costs.

Estimated travel costs

Weekly

Monthly

Yearly

Bus
Train
Other (please write below)

TOTAL

Summary notes e.g. groups likely to have the highest costs, considerations on eligibility for
free transport, time of the year with highest costs, instances where additional travel costs
apply, ways in which the school tries to reduce costs…
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3

LEARNING COSTS

Estimate any costs associated with learning at school in the table below. Take
into account school policy and variations in teacher practices surrounding
provision and lending of materials.
■

Please choose the most useful time period for you – weekly, monthly or
yearly – when calculating costs.

Estimated learning at school costs
Weekly

Monthly

Yearly

Stationery and equipment, e.g. folders,
calculators
Subject costs, e.g. Home Economics,
Technical, Art and Design
Materials for craft projects
Study materials e.g. Past Papers
Other (please write below)

TOTAL

Summary notes e.g. groups likely to have the highest costs, stages and times of the year
with highest costs, any variations in provision of materials across the school, ways in which the
school tries to reduce costs…
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4

SCHOOL TRIP COSTS

Estimate costs for school trips in the table below. Take into account nominal
fees for transport to free venues and any hidden costs involved in participation
(e.g. spending money and money for food if not taking school lunches).
■

Please choose the most useful time period for you – weekly, monthly or
yearly – when calculating costs.

Estimated trips cost
Weekly

Monthly

Yearly

Day trips related to curriculum
Residential trips
Other trips
Equipment for residential trips (e.g.
sleeping bags, clothes, toiletries)
Other (please write below)

TOTAL

Summary notes e.g. groups likely to participate/not participate, frequency of trips, notice
given, significant hidden costs, stages and times of the year with highest costs, ways in which
the school tries to reduce costs…
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5

EATING AT SCHOOL COSTS

Estimate costs for eating at school in the table below. Take into account free
school meal (FSM) entitlement and uptake, cost of school lunches and the cost
of food in local shops if pupils leave school at lunchtime.
■

Please consider costs for children receiving free school meals and not
receiving free school meals.

■

Please choose the most useful time period for you – weekly, monthly or
yearly – when calculating costs.

Estimated eating at school costs
Weekly

Monthly

Yearly

Breakfast club
Snacks
Lunch
Other (please write below)

TOTAL

Summary notes e.g. groups likely to have the highest costs, current uptake of FSM, impact of
P1-3 FSM and FSM uptake in later years, ways in which the school tries to reduce costs…
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6

SCHOOL CLUB/ACTIVITIES COSTS

Estimate costs for attending school clubs and taking part in extra-curricular
activities in the table below. Take into account the full range of activities and
opportunities available within the school and any hidden costs involved in
participation (e.g. travelling to competitions, appropriate sportswear).
■

Please choose the most useful time period for you – weekly, monthly or
yearly – when calculating costs.

Estimated clubs/activities costs
Weekly

Monthly

Yearly

Entry fees
Equipment and materials
Clothes
Transport
Other (please write below)

TOTAL

Summary notes e.g. groups likely to participate/not participate, significant hidden costs,
stages and times of the year with highest costs, ways in which the school tries to reduce
costs…
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7

FUN EVENT COSTS

Estimate costs for participating in fun events at school in the table below. Take
into account the full range of events throughout the school year, including
those promoted as optional which pupils may still want to take part in.
■

Please choose the most useful time period for you – weekly, monthly or
yearly – when calculating costs.

Estimated fun event costs
Weekly

Monthly

Yearly

Social events, e.g. discos, ceilidhs,
Proms, leavers dances
Seasonal events, e.g. Christmas Fayres
and pantomimes, Easter bonnet
competitions
Special days, e.g. World Book Day
Fundraising days, e.g. Comic Relief,
non-uniform days
School photographs
Other (please write below)

TOTAL

Summary notes e.g. groups likely to participate/not participate, frequency of events, notice
given, stages and times of the year with highest costs, ways in which the school tries to reduce
costs…
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8

HOME LEARNING COSTS

Estimate home learning costs in the table below. Take into account school
policy and variations in teacher practices surrounding provision and lending of
materials.
■

Please choose the most useful time period for you – weekly, monthly or
yearly – when calculating costs.

Estimated fun event costs
Weekly

Monthly

Yearly

Stationery and equipment
Computer access, including
appropriate software
Internet access
Books and other study materials
Craft materials
Other (please write below)

TOTAL

Summary notes e.g. groups likely to have the highest costs, stages and times of the year
with highest costs, any variations in provision of materials across the school, ways in which the
school tries to reduce costs…
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SURVEY FOR SCHOOL STAFF
Questions contained in this survey can help you
hear from school staff about:

■

existing approaches to reducing or removing
these barriers
additional ideas to support participation and
positive school experiences

■

awareness of poverty in your school and ways in
which it affects pupils

■

■

barriers to participation which might exist at
school for pupils from low income households

Results can be collated to support Cost of the
School Day improvement planning.

If you would like participants to complete the survey online, you can create a
copy by going to https://bit.ly/2KQqPmm and clicking on ‘duplicate this form and
start using it as your own.’ You will need your Glow login details.

SAMPLE INTRODUCTION
“Addressing the Cost of the School Day involves hearing from pupils, parents/
carers and staff to understand where school costs impact on participation and
how cost barriers for children and young people can be dealt with.
This survey is a chance for you as staff members to contribute your thoughts on
costs, highlight any good practice in the school that we can build on and tell us
what more should be done to support pupils and their families.”
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Name (optional)
Role (optional)
Department (optional)

1

In your school, which of the following items, events or activities cost children and their families money?
Please tick all appropriate options.

Uniform

Spending time with friends

Travelling to school

Trips

Breakfast club

Lunch

Learning (e.g. materials, subject costs)

Fun events (e.g. discos, fundraising)

Break time

Homework

Clubs and activities

2

Which - if any - items, events and activities do you think present the greatest cost challenges
for families on low incomes?
Please tick your TOP THREE options below.

Uniform

Spending time with friends

Travelling to school

Trips

Breakfast club

Lunch

Learning (e.g. materials, subject costs)

Fun events (e.g. discos, fundraising)

Break time

Homework

Clubs and activities
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3

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please tick the appropriate box on each row.
Strongly
agree

Agree

Not sure

Disagree

I am aware that there is poverty in
my school
We have families who struggle to
pay for what is needed at school
We do everything we can to tackle
poverty in my school
All children, regardless of how
much money they have, are
able to access exactly the same
opportunities here

4
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How would you be able to tell that children in your school are experiencing poverty?
Please write in the box below.

Strongly
disagree

5

In your experience, to what extent does lower family income affect the following areas of a child’s
school life?
Please tick the appropriate box on each row.
Yes,
significantly

Yes,
somewhat

No, not
really

No,
definitely
not

Learning
Attainment
Friendships/relationships with other pupils
Behaviour
Relationships with school staff
Participation in extracurricular activities
Health and wellbeing
Other (please specify)

6

Please tell us about any difficulties you are aware of related to school costs (e.g. accessing trips,
affording uniform) and the impact this has on children and their families.
Write in the box below.
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7

What measures are you aware of in the school to help families with school costs and make sure that
children can participate and learn?
Please write examples in the appropriate boxes.

Uniform
Travelling to school
Breakfast club
Learning (e.g. materials, resources, subject
costs)
Break time
Clubs and activities
Spending time with friends
Trips
Lunch
Fun events (e.g. discos, fundraising)
Homework

8
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Is there anything which you currently do in your class / your department to reduce costs and make sure
that children can participate and learn?
Please write in the box below.

9

Is there anything else you think could be done to help families with school costs and make sure
children are able to participate and learn?
Please write in the box below.
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PARENT COUNCIL RESOURCE
This resource was originally developed in Glasgow with the former
Glasgow Parent Council Forum. The National Parent Forum of Scotland
then added rural and island parent and carer perspectives to the
resource.

More than 1 in 4 children
across Scotland are
officially recognised as
living in poverty

Insufficient household income can mean that
some children and young people don’t have
the resources needed for school and can’t easily
afford to take part in school activities which cost
money. This can put them at risk of missing out
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on opportunities at school and feeling different,
excluded and unhappy.
Parent Councils have a key role to play as the
voice for parents within the school - highlighting
to the school where costs are affecting parents
and working with the school to make changes
to minimise the impact of cost on children’s
experience of school.
This resource is designed to help Parent Councils:
■

identify where costs are affecting low income
families in their school

■

provide simple actions that Parent Councils
could take to help.

SCHOOL UNIFORM
Schools set their own uniform policy. Parent Councils can have a big
influence in this and can be involved in developing a policy that best
suits the needs of the families in the school.
School clothing grants and
buying uniform
Parents on certain benefits can access a
clothing grant to help with school uniform
costs. From 2021/22, all eligible families
across Scotland can access a new minimum
grant of £120 per primary school aged child,
and £150 per secondary school aged child,
per year. Details are available on local authority
websites and on mygov.scot.

Reviewing the uniform
■

What uniform do pupils need to have in your
school?

■

Where can parents buy the uniform?

■

Do children need to wear any branded items
(e.g. polo-shirt with school logo)?

■

What do children need to have for PE?

■

Is there an indoor and outdoor kit required?

■

Could a parent buy their child’s school uniform,
for the full school year, with the clothing grant?

■

Has the school uniform changed in the past
year?

■

How does the school promote the clothing grant
to parents?

■

If there was a change, did all children have to
purchase a new uniform?

■

Is there a stigma attached to applying for the
grant?

■

Can the school help parents to complete
clothing grant forms (or sign post parents to
support services)?

■

Does the school or Parent Council offer any
support with buying a uniform?
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School attitudes to uniform
■

What happens if children don’t have the correct
uniform?

■

Are children sanctioned if they don’t have the
correct uniform, shoes, PE kit etc?

■

Can children take part if they don’t have the
correct clothing?

GOOD PRACTICE EXAMPLES
FROM AROUND SCOTLAND
■

‘We helped set up a shop, run by children, to
sell reused school uniform.’

■

‘We sourced a new supplier of school uniforms
- local supermarket.’

■

‘School uniform is shirt and tie. No embroidered
items. Stopped gym kit uniform. Any shorts and
top accepted.’

■

‘Our Eco group now recycle school ties and
pass them for free to our first year pupils.’

■

‘We have a ‘help yourself’ box of uniform in the
school reception.’

■

‘As a Parent Council we started a uniform shop
which enabled us to sell uniform to parents
at cost price. We also run a uniform savings
scheme from Jan-May to help parents save for
the cost of new uniform.’

■

‘People in our small community don’t like
everyone knowing their business so our school
displays prominent signs telling parents who to
contact in the Local Authority to claim.’

■

‘We have altered our policy so that all items
can be bought in online supermarkets and
supplied cheaply by post.’

I have a couple of big jumpers
and I’m no getting a big winter
jacket till my birthday which is
a few weeks away and I’ll go
into class and the teachers are
like “take it off” and I’m like
“I’m freezing, I don’t have a big
jacket to wear!”
Student, S5
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TRAVELLING TO SCHOOL
Transport costs are significant for low income families and can
affect children and young people’s attendance and participation
at school. In each local authority, there is no financial support for
public transport provided for children and young people living less
than a certain distance from their catchment school (generally 2-3
miles). In more rural areas, own transport is a necessity rather than
a luxury and families can struggle to meet the fuel and running
costs of everyday journeys to school.
Reviewing travel

Travel and accessing after-school
activities

■

How do pupils get to school?

■

If the school operates a free bus pass service,
who benefits?

■

Do children who use school buses access afterschool activities?

■

Does the school offer transport for pupils to
attend extracurricular activities? (after-school
clubs, supported study)

■

Do children who use school buses access
supported study?

■

Are there activities/ supported study available
during lunch break?

■

Is there a charge for families to use this service?

Transport is a huge issue for us in
our community. Even if an extra
activity is free, the cost of fuel is
enough to mean my child can’t
go as there is no available bus.
Parent

See even if you don’t live far
away from the school, enough
to get a free bus pass . . . you
wouldn’t walk because, let’s say
the weather’s really bad- it’s
raining a lot and all that. You’re
going to get to school, your
uniform’s all wet and it’s not nice.
Girls, S5
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GOOD PRACTICE EXAMPLES
FROM AROUND SCOTLAND
■

‘Our parent council is running a survey of
children dependent on school transport to
find out if they would like to access clubs/
supported study etc. If there is sufficient interest
we hope to fund taxis to help children get
safely home.’

■

‘Our schools have worked with the local
authority to provide a voucher scheme
that can be used on public transport when
attending after school activities.’

■

‘Our Parent Council has set up a scheme where
each parent who drives to school tries to fill
every seat in their car with other pupils to save
journeys for the other parents.’

We don’t qualify for bus travel
as we live within 3 miles of the
school but there is no pavement
or lighting for some of the
journey so I have to drive my
child.
Parent
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FUNDRAISING & FUN EVENTS
Special days, events and activities are a fun part of school life and
often raise valuable funds to subsidise trips and provide additional
resources. However, fun events can create difficulties for some
children due to lack of immediate funds, hidden costs and feeling
embarrassed and marginalised if they are unable to take part.
In some communities, particularly rural ones, families travel long
distances to work and making extra trips to school has a large
impact on their finances. Parent Councils can play an important
role in ensuring that these events do not put additional pressure on
families with low incomes.
Auditing school events
■

How often does the school have events that cost
money?

■

Are there times when several events with cost
implications come together (e.g. Christmas fair,
panto, Christmas disco)?

■

How much notice does the school give for events
with cost implications?

■

Is there a drop in attendance on days with
fundraising events (e.g. non-uniform day)?

■

Can children who are not able to pay take part in
events (e.g. activities at the summer fair)?

■

Could the school run events without charging?

■

Is there a set charge for events?

■

Do events like non-uniform day and World Book
Day put additional pressures on parents from low
income families?

■

Are there cheaper alternatives that the Parent
Councils could source (e.g. PC member to take
school photos)?

■

Does the Parent Council/ school raise money for
a hardship fund for families that are struggling?

■

Could events where parents are expected to
attend be timed to coincide with drop off or pick
up to save extra journeys?

■

What happens if a child doesn’t bring a donation
or wear a costume?

You can choose not to pay, it’s
an option. But as a parent it’s not
really, when everyone is getting
their Christmas cards and your
child’s left out.
Parent
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Alternatives to fundraising events
■

Could the Parent Council apply for grants for
funding instead of asking families?

■

Could the Parent Council approach local
businesses for support?

■

Has the school/ Parent Council tried fundraising in
the community (packing bags in supermarkets,
singing carols in shopping centre)?

What are you fundraising for?
■

Are there any items the Parent Council could
purchase for families to help reduce the costs
(e.g. providing school ties for all P1s)?

■

Do you need to fundraise? Could you borrow the
items from other sources?

■

Are you fundraising for community resources that
low-income families use (e.g. food banks)? How
do parents who use these services feel about
being asked to give money towards this?

GOOD PRACTICE EXAMPLES
FROM AROUND SCOTLAND
■

‘We limit fundraising events and spread them
throughout the year.’

■

‘We removed a book fair from parents evening
and introduced a book swap event instead.’

■

■

Building relationships with local businesses over
time: ‘We approach local businesses for help
and donations’ (see appendix 1).

■

‘Our school has our one to one meetings with
parents at school pick up time to save parents
making an extra journey to school.’

■

‘Our school has a poster up in reception of
what money they’ll be asking for and when, so
parents can plan out their budget.’

‘We try to keep costs low by fundraising to
subsidise costs.’

I have a huge round trip from
school to work so if I go back
to the school for an event my
transport costs are huge.
Parent

You also need to buy a lot of
stuff because you cannae really
go in the same clothes that you
wore to the last non-uniform
because people notice that...
Sometimes it gets to be like a
catwalk or something.
Student, S3
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SCHOOL TRIPS
School trips can be difficult for families on low incomes to afford.
Missing trips means that children miss fun, new experiences and
personal development and feel left out. Parent Councils can and
do help subsidise school trips or provide funds for children who
would otherwise not have been able to go, but families can be
embarrassed about asking for financial help.
Cost of school trips

Planning school trips

■

How much do trips cost?

■

■

Could the majority of families in your school pay
for this easily?

How much notice does the school give parents
regarding school trip costs?

■

Is there any support for families with more than
one child in the school?

When do payments need to be made? Does this
reflect when parents are paid?

■

Does the school let parents know about “hidden
costs” (e.g. items needed) up front?

■

■

How many children go on school trips? Are
children from low-income families missing out?

■

Is there any support available for low income
families to ensure that their children can take
part? How are these publicised?

■

Are there grants available which could help
cover the cost of the school trip?

Costs around the school trip
■

Do children need to take additional spending
money?

■

Do children need additional equipment for the
trip (e.g. passport, sleeping bags)

■

Could the school source this equipment from
elsewhere (e.g. borrow from a neighbouring
school)?

■

Do children wear uniform on the trip? Does
non-uniform create additional pressure on the
children?

Do you need a school trip?
■

Would an alternative to a trip be more inclusive?
(e.g. school fun day)

■

Does the trip clearly fit in with the curriculum?

■

Are there cheaper alternatives (e.g. theatre in
Edinburgh rather than London)?

How can you help with costs for
school trips?
■

How much does your school need to keep in a
hardship fund to help low income families access
trips?

■

Does the way the Parent Council fundraises place
additional pressures on low income families?

■

Can the school and Parent Council find
alternative fundraising methods ( e.g. bag
packing in supermarket)?
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GOOD PRACTICE EXAMPLES
FROM AROUND SCOTLAND
■

‘There has been fundraising activities for those
who wanted help financing a trip.’

■

‘Provide a subsidised trip through grant
application.’

■

‘We fundraise to have money to provide
coach hire to get the kids to and from their
summer day trip. We understand that some
parents will find it costly to pay for a trip,
particularly if they have more than one child at
the school.’

■

‘Parent Council supplies the school with an
“Achievement Fund” (topped up as required) to
ensure that no pupils miss out on activities due
to lack of funds.’

■

‘The head teacher asks the local priest to assist
with payment of residential trips.’

I think you get quite annoyed
when people like see, if you
don’t go and then people who
did go come back, and that’s
all they talk about for a week
and you didn’t go so you don’t
know what they’re talking about.
Student, S6
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My children are in a small school
and it is really noticeable if
they don’t go on trips and are
basically the only ones left in
school.
Parent

EATING AT SCHOOL
Food costs can be significant and receiving free school meals can
lessen the financial burden on low income families. However not
every family entitled to free meals applies for them and not every
child receiving free meals takes them. Parent Councils can help
the school to promote free school meals, engaging with parents so
that all families entitled to them are able to claim.
Promoting free school meals (FSM)
■

How does the school provide information about
free school meals (FSM)?

■

When does this information go out to parents?

■

Is the information clear and easy to read?

■

■

Eating in school
■

Does your school have a breakfast club?

■

Do children who access FSM use this?

■

Do most children have a school meal? If not,
what do they do for lunch?

Does the school offer help to complete the FSM
claim form?

■

Could the school do more to promote children
eating in school?

Does the school sign-post parents to money
advice services which can help with benefits and
accessing FSM?

■

Is there a stigma around getting FSM? What has
the school done to address this?

Like I can get a free meal and
don’t mind but if my friends all
go out for lunch, and I’m sitting
by myself getting a free meal I
wouldn’t like that.

There’s no longer a free carton
of juice...it’s just tap water...or
you have to pay for milk.
Parent

Student, S3
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GOOD PRACTICE EXAMPLES
FROM AROUND SCOTLAND
■

Improving promotion of Free School Meals
and informing all parents about it at parents’
evening.

■

Promote that Pupil Equity Funding is connected
to FSM so it means more money for the school.

■

‘In our smaller communities we direct parents
to the Local Authority to apply for free school
meals.’
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■

‘Cashless lunches to reduce stigma have
worked in our community.’

■

‘School dinner staff are asked to treat FSM
sensitively.’

■

Consult on menus to show good value for
money.

SCHOOL CLUBS
Schools offer a range of lunchtime and after-school clubs, most of
which are free or at low cost. These clubs are a valuable resource
for children, making new interests and experiences accessible
to them. However, small costs can still stand in the way of
participation.
School clubs and hidden costs

Supporting school clubs

■

Do children need any equipment to take part in
clubs (e.g. football boots)?

■

How are they promoted in the school - does
everyone know how to access them?

■

Can children who use the school bus take part in
after-school clubs?

■

Can other community groups or local businesses
support with equipment and funding?

■

Do children need to pay costs for club trips (e.g.
attend competitions, away games)?

■

The outfits or uniforms they
need are outrageous prices
sometimes.

Do clubs provide refreshments or do children
need to bring their own?

Parent

GOOD PRACTICE EXAMPLES
FROM AROUND SCOTLAND
■

Applying for funding and fundraising to cover
transport and equipment costs

The cost of extra transport is too
much for us so my girl has had to
give up gymnastics.
Parent

■

‘Clubs accessed funding to buy football kit so
that all children could take part and there was
no expectation that children would have their
own equipment.’

There’s some contest with the
dancing and that’s the reason
I can’t go because it cost too
much to go to the contest.
Boy, P6
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HOME LEARNING
Although most home learning tasks have little or no costs, there
are exceptions that can create difficulties for children from low
income households e.g. craft projects and homework that requires
computers, online access, software and printers. Parent Councils
can let the school know if these costs are affecting families or if
some tasks are not accessible for families.
What is expected of home
learning?
■

What equipment do children need for home
learning and does the school know the families
who need support with this?

■

Does the school set craft projects for homework?
Does this impact on low income families and
families where parents are working long hours?

■

■

How often does the school set craft homework?
Can this be spaced out in the school term so
families with more than one child do not have
several craft projects at once?

Supporting home learning
■

Can children access equipment needed for
homework through school? e.g. ICT is made
available, children are able to use art equipment
in classroom during lunchtimes or after school.

■

Does the school provide support with homework
(homework clubs etc)?

■

Can all children access homework clubs? (e.g.
children who use the school bus)

■

If the school uses Glow, does it promote the
availability of free Office 365 programs?

What is the policy for incomplete homework?

There’s just an assumption that
children have everything. You
might have a computer but not
a printer....or a printer but not
broadband.
Parent
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GOOD PRACTICE EXAMPLES
FROM AROUND SCOTLAND
■

‘Schools are looking at running homework
clubs within the local area, in partnership with
housing associations. This means that children
can get support with their learning, access to
the right equipment and don’t need to walk
home from school late in the evening.’

■

‘Our school always provides a paper back up
to homework. Online submission is optional.’

My teacher said the other day, if
youse don’t finish this you’ll have
to do it for homework but I don’t
have the Office stuff that you
need to use like spreadsheets
and that because I’ve no paid
for it and you need to pay for
it, it’s extra and I was like I don’t
have it, say if I don’t finish this
how will I do it and she was like
“I don’t know, you’ll find a way
somehow”.
Student, S5
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ATTITUDES TO POVERTY
Many teachers, children and parents are aware of poverty and try
to be sensitive to the challenges that low income families face.
However, in the media and wider society people are increasingly
likely to think that poverty is the fault of the individual. In some more
affluent areas poverty can be hidden. Parent Councils can help
teachers develop a better understanding of poverty and its impact
on families, helping to build awareness on the unaffordability of
school for many parents. It is important that parents feel that they
can speak to Parent Councils about issues around cost without
being worried that they will be judged.
Understanding the experiences of
low income families
■

Do members of your Parent Council help the
school understand the experiences of low
income families (e.g. the pressure families are
under to get their children the “right” trainers)?

■

How much do you know about parents’
experiences and opinions on these issues?

■

Can your Parent Council do more to engage
with low income families (consultations around
changes to school uniform, build links with local
community groups)?

■

Does your Parent Council provide support
so parents on low incomes can take part in
meetings (e.g. thinking about childcare, travel
costs and timings of meetings)?

■

Could your Parent Council do more to
understand the experiences of low income
families

Talking about poverty
■

Who can children and parents speak to about
financial issues in the school?

■

In general, how are parents told about financial
supports available to them?

■

Is there a stigma around asking for financial help?
Can the Parent Council do anything to address
this?

■

Do children have the opportunity to talk about
issues surrounding poverty and how it affects
them in a safe place? Could the school do more
to provide these opportunities?

Poverty is more hidden in our
area...there should be some
kind of way of letting people
know that there are issues.
Parent
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APPENDIX 1
Template letter to local businesses
(with thanks to Merrylee Primary Parents Association)

[School address]
[Date]
Dear local business owner,

REQUEST FOR A RAFFLE PRIZE
I am writing to you on behalf of Merrylee Parents Association, the fundraising
body at Merrylee Primary School. We are currently in the process of organising
a Family Fun Night, which will take place on the evening of Friday 27th February
in the Couper Institute. The night will consist of games with music entertainment
for all families and friends of our school to join in. This is our 3rd year holding this
event, with it being one of our main fundraising nights in the school calendar as
previous years have been extremely successful and have sold out.
Our focus this year is to provide the school with a much-needed new piano. This
will be of great benefit to the children during their music lessons, it will help them
to learn new techniques and it will also enhance our school shows throughout
the year.
We are looking for the support of local businesses within our community. During
our fundraising evening we will be holding a raffle draw and ask if you would like
to donate a suitable prize. In previous years our raffle draw has been a highlight,
which really boost our funds on the evening. We would be able to show our
appreciation by displaying promotional leaflets for your business on the night
and also using our school community Facebook page to highlight your business
and support.
Donations can be given into our school at the above address or by contacting
our secretary XXXXX, on (phone number) or (email address).
Many thanks in advance for taking the time to consider our request and best
wishes from Merrylee Primary.
On behalf of Merrylee PA
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APPENDIX 2
Funding Sources

The Asda foundation funds significant local
community projects and top-up funding grants.
Apply by getting in touch with your local store.
Aviva Community Fund offers support and funding
to causes that make a real difference where you
live.
B&M are keen to engage with their local
communities. Email giving@bmstores.co.uk for
more information.
B&Q stores donate unsellable materials and
products to their local community.
Creative Scotland
Supporting organisations and individuals to develop
artistic skills, create a piece of work and encourage
people to get involved in creative activities.
Crowdfunding
This website enables you to fund a project or
venture by raising monetary contributions from
a large number of people. To see how Annette
Street primary used this to raise money for outdoor
learning equipment go to www.crowdfunder.co.uk/
help-the-students-of-annette-primary-school
Esmée Fairbairn Foundation
Support the social, emotional and learning needs
of young people aged 0-25 at greater risk of being
left behind educationally. The Foundation funds work
that challenges the public policies and practices
that reinforce educational inequality.
Historic Scotland offer free education visits to their
sites around Scotland.
Both Loch Lomond and Trossachs and
Cairngorms National Parks provide education
travel grants for 75% of travel costs.
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National Lottery Awards for all Scotland provides
funding for a range of projects which involve
bringing local people together, helping people
learn, improving local spaces and getting people
more active.
NFU Mutual Community Giving Fund supports
community initiatives and charitable events.
All Sainsbury’s stores have a local charity they
support throughout the year. They also have a small
budget for making donations of raffle prizes or
vouchers and can sometimes help with events in
store such as bag packing.
SSE set up local and regional funds for each new
onshore wind farm they build.
Each Tesco UK store holds a community donation
budget to help support with requests from their
community for local fundraising events. If you would
like to be considered for a donation please write to
the Community Champion at your nearest store.
Warburton’s bakery sites can provide support
to local communities through the donation of
products which can support local community
activities.
Youth Bank
Youth Banks are run by and for young people,
creating projects for the benefit of the local
community.
The Youthlink Scotland funding directory has lots
more ideas that could be helpful in your area.
Young Scot
Their newsletter gives regular updates of funding
opportunities, free events and activities.

SURVEY FOR PARENTS AND CARERS
Questions contained in this survey can help you to
find out parents’ and carers’ opinions on:
■

What costs money at school and what the
biggest costs are for them

■

Which costs could cause problems for families on
low incomes

■

Awareness of support available from the school
and confidence in accessing it

A survey is unlikely to reach every parent and carer
in the school. Various barriers can exist related to
time, literacy, language and interest in the subject.
However, it may be suitable for some and will ideally
be used as one of a range of ways to consult with
parents/carers.

If you would like participants to complete the survey online, you can a copy
by going to https://bit.ly/2Nv8BJd and clicking on ‘duplicate this form and start
using it as your own’. You will need your Glow login details.
However, consider access to computers, internet access and IT literacy if
asking parents and carers to complete online.

SAMPLE INTRODUCTION
“[Name of school] wants to make sure that all children are able to make the most
of the school day and that no child misses out on anything. Your answers to this
survey will help us check whether school costs are causing any concerns for our
families and children and whether there is anything that we can do to help out.
Your voice is really important and we want to hear from as many parents and
carers as possible. We promise to listen to what’s been said and take action where
it’s needed.
For more information, please contact [name and details]”
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1

What year/s are your child(ren) in? (optional)
Please tick all boxes that apply.

P1

P2

P3

P5

P6

P7

S1

S2

S3

S5

S6

P4

OR

2

S4

In your school, which of the following items, events or activities cost you money?
Please tick all boxes that apply.

Uniform

Spending time with friends

Travelling to school

Trips

Breakfast club

Lunch

Learning (e.g. materials, subject costs)

Fun events (e.g. discos, fundraising)

Break time

Homework

Clubs and activities
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3

What are the TOP THREE costs for you across a school year?
Please tick up to three of the boxes below.

Uniform

Spending time with friends

Travelling to school

Trips

Breakfast club

Lunch

Learning (e.g. materials, subject costs)

Fun events (e.g. discos, fundraising)

Break time

Homework

Clubs and activities

4

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Tick one box for each statement.

‘The school asks for too much money over a school year.’
Strongly agree

Not sure

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

‘It’s difficult to afford all of the things my child needs for school.’
Strongly agree

Not sure

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

‘There’s always lots of notice given if the school is asking us for money.’
Strongly agree

Not sure

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree
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Any other comments?

5

Do you know whether there is help available at school to help pay for any of the items, events or
activities below?
Please tick one box for each option.

Yes
Uniform
Lunches and eating at school
Materials for learning in class and at home
Subject costs
School trips
Fun events
Travel
Clubs and activities

6
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What help does the school provide that you know about?
Please write in the box below.

No

Don’t know

7

How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Tick one box for each statement.

‘If I was struggling to pay for something at school I would feel comfortable telling staff about that.’
Strongly agree

Not sure

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

‘I think there is enough support for families finding it difficult to afford school costs.’
Strongly agree

Not sure

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

‘I know from the school how I would go about applying for free school meals and clothing grants
[and Education Maintenance Allowance for parents of young people 16+]’
Strongly agree

Not sure

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Any other comments?
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8

What else could the school do to help families with school costs?
Please write in the box below.

9

Is there anything else you would like to say about costs at your school?
Please write in box below.
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STEP THREE

WHAT DID YOU FIND
OUT? IDENTIFY ACTIONS
Step Two was about involving everyone in thinking about cost
barriers. Step Three is about working through what you’ve been told
to decide:
■

What were the main issues?

■

What possible solutions came up?

■

To tackle the cost barriers you’ve found, what can you do?

To support your work in Step Three, this section of the toolkit includes:
■

A template action plan in Word and exportable Google Sheet formats.
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TEMPLATE ACTION PLAN
You’ve found out about cost barriers in your school
community and now it’s time to take action.
An action plan can help you plan and implement
responses to the Cost of the School Day issues
identified by your school community. It has space
to set out barriers identified, exactly what you know
about them, what you want to change and the
outcomes you want to achieve, the interventions
you will test, data to collect along the way and
the measures you will use to understand progress

Download the template action plan in
Word here
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towards outcomes. It also specifies start dates,
when you will stop to assess progress and who is
taking the lead on each part of the plan.
This is an action plan template and can easily be
adapted according to your needs, what you’ve
found out and what you have decided to prioritise.
It can sit separately to help you and your working
group monitor progress but, ideally, all of these
actions will be reflected in and included within the
School Improvement Plan.

Download the template action plan
in Google Sheets here – you can then
export it to Excel to complete it.

Here are some examples of how the action plan can be completed:
Issue identified

Baseline
information

Desired
outcomes

Interventions

Start date /
Outputs

Evaluation date /
Outcome
indicators

Leads

Example 1: Action - Promoting clothing grant to boost uptake
School clothing
grant not going
to all eligible
families. Pressure
on low family
incomes when
buying uniform.

40% of parents
Increased
surveyed say not parental
aware of grant
awareness and
uptake
Staff estimate
gap between
Greater
likely eligibility
affordability
and current
uptake
Improved
support for
45% parents say parents applying
uniform ‘difficult for grants
to afford’
Office staff report
few requests
for information
or support with
grants

Promotion monthly reminders
to all families
via text and
newsletters, page
on school website,
signs around
school and at
office

August 2021

August 2022

# forms
distributed
(monthly)

Increased #
grants taken up

# users on
relevant website
page (termly)

Application info to # parents
all families
requesting info
and support
Regular reminders (monthly)
to all at school
events
# grant
applications
(annual)

Increased % of
parents reporting
awareness of the
grant (repeat
survey needs to
be planned)

DHT and
Parent
Council
Cost of the
School Day
working group

Reduced % of
parents report
uniform as ‘difficult
to afford’ (repeat
survey)
Increased #
requests for
information and
support across the
year

Example 2: Action – Encouraging attendance at school clubs
Children from
low
income families
not attending
after
school clubs and
missing out on
wider
achievement
opportunities

Almost no pupils
from SIMD 1
and 2 attending
clubs
Consultation
with pupils and
parents/
carers has found
key barriers are
cost of clubs and
equipment

Increased
participation in
after
school clubs for
identified pupils

Subsidise cost
of existing clubs
for
identified pupils
3 new free clubs
starting run
by staff and
parent
volunteers
No charge for
equipment supply
available to all

August 2021

February 2021

# identified
children
attending
existing clubs
weekly

Increased
participation in
after
school clubs for
identified pupils
Pupils report no
cost barriers to
participating in
after
school clubs

# identified
children
attending
new clubs

Principal
Teacher Wider
Achievement

Uptake of
equipment
supply

Pupils and their
parents/carers
told
directly about
clubs
and supported to
attend
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STEP FOUR

PUT COST OF THE
SCHOOL DAY ACTIONS
IN PLACE
As a school community you have done your groundwork, your
research and you have reflected on what you found out. By
now you will know where costs are creating problems and have
thought about possible policy and practice solutions. This is where
everybody’s work pays off and you put changes in place.
At this point in your Cost of the School Day journey, it’s also a really good idea to remind everyone in your
school community about the positive changes you are making, and what you are trying to achieve. Good
communication helps cost reducing activities to be understood, well received and successful.

To support your work in Step Four, this section of the toolkit includes:
■

Practice examples from schools and local authorities across Scotland – tried and tested actions
on common cost barriers that can help inform your approach

■

Links to our Talking about Costs and Money at School resource and animation, packed full of
practical and straightforward advice from parents and carers on better communication

■

Information on grants, entitlements and support for families living on low incomes.
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COST OF THE SCHOOL DAY
ACTION ACROSS SCOTLAND
Schools and local authorities across Scotland are
working hard to remove cost barriers for children
and young people. This means that there is a
wealth of experience and a range of great ideas
to draw on when looking at the cost related issues
children and young people face every day.
For this section of the toolkit, we’ve selected some
examples of strategic approaches to Cost of the
School Day in local authorities and a few interesting
practice examples from schools in different areas.
Some of these actions may be perfect for your
school and could be put in place quite easily,
some could work with adaptions for your school
community’s needs and others might spark off an
interesting discussion for your working group.
Every school is different and each local authority
area faces different challenges but some Cost of
the School Day approaches work in a surprisingly
diverse selection of settings. Some of the most
commonly taken actions are included here.

Local authorities supporting
schools
Cost of the School Day action in individual schools
makes a difference to the children and families in
them. However, when local authorities prioritise and
take a strategic lead on Cost of the School Day, it
helps to create a more supportive environment for
schools to make these changes within.
An independent evaluation of Cost of the School
Day found that, regardless of individual local
circumstances, there are some key factors at local
authority level which can help to make Cost of the
School Day successful:
■

Visible senior leadership and commitment within
local education services is crucial to champion
Cost of the School Day and help support and
drive forward this work in schools

■

Links between poverty-related policies well
communicated and understood – it is crucial
that local areas have connected local policies
with national policies across a range of partners
and not just in education services

■

Policy and procedures at local authority level
which help schools address issues associated with
the cost of the school day and avoid strategic
opportunities being missed. There is the risk that if
actions are carried out only in individual schools
they remain isolated pockets of activity

■

Local governance structures must be in place so
that progress is monitored, impact is understood,
and senior leaders are accountable for change.

More information on what works
to develop and sustain Cost of the
School Day can be found in Step One.
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Highlighted below are four examples of local
authorities supporting Cost of the School Day in
their schools: North Ayrshire Council, Dundee City
Council, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar/ Western Isles
Council and Moray Council. There are many others
around the country, but these examples offer
useful insights into how the programme can work
differently in a diverse range of areas.

North Ayrshire
Cost of the School Day was identified as a key
focus in the North Ayrshire 2019/20 Child Poverty
Action Plan and Report and a working group was
established. Composed of Elected Members,
young people, parents, head teachers and staff
of educational establishments, senior officers from
the Council and HSCP, CPP partners and officers,
the group’s task was to drive forward a whole
systems approach to reducing costs in education.
The subsequent policy and action plan is for all
educational establishments, community planning
partners, communities and local businesses.
The North Ayrshire Cost of the School Day
commitments and actions are:
■

to reduce costs related to going to school by
taking a sustainable, whole systems approach to
the Cost of the School Day

■

to increase participation by children, young
people and families, putting them at the heart
of making decisions and designing policies that
affect the cost of the school day

■

to minimise income stigma and increase
inclusive approaches: schools, services and
partners will take a reflective, poverty aware and
inclusive approach to making decisions that
affect the cost of the school day

■

to support families to maximise their income and
participate in the life of their school.
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In 2021, North Ayrshire pledged a recurring annual
investment of £500,000 to support Cost of the
School Day action on food, clothing and digital
inclusion.
Collaboration, communication and co-design
are central. Their first annual Cost of the School
Day conference was held in June 2021 – in
future years this will be when school action plans
can be reviewed and good practice shared by
Cost of the School Day champions and other
staff and partners. An annual survey will gather
views of parents, young people, school staff and
other partners across the authority to inform the
conferences and improvements to policy and
approaches.

Click here to find out more about
North Ayrshire’s Cost of the School
Day approach.

Watch this film by Members of the
Scottish Youth Parliament (MSYPs) in
North Ayrshire talking about What
does Cost of the School Day mean to
young people? (2021)

Dundee

Comhairle nan Eilean Siar/
Western Isles Council

Dundee City Council’s Cost of the School Day
partnership with CPAG in Scotland from 2017 to
2020 drove forward work with schools in the city to
understand common financial barriers at school
and take action to reduce them.

Schools in the Western Isles have been supported
to increase awareness, develop policies, work with
parents and the school Parent Council, developing
initiatives and working with local partners to address
school costs.

The Cost of the School Day Dundee
report, was based on action research
in schools with 1000 children and
young people, parents and carers
and staff was launched in 2018. As
well as highlighting a wealth of good
practice, it identified a range of cost
barriers and priority issues for school
communities. In response, Dundee
City Council set four Statements of
Intent:
1

No child or young person in Dundee will start
school without a breakfast

2

No child in Dundee will miss out on their
Primary 7 residential trip due to cost

3

All schools will develop a Cost of the School
Day action plan by the end of session
2018/2019

4

Key to driving forward this work are a team
of Education Attainment Apprentices, whose
appointment was financed by schools pooling
their Pupil Equity Funding. Through a range of direct
interventions and support, the team has been
working to reduce the cost of the school day for
children and families and increasing participation.
Some projects have been specific to local school
settings, such as uniform exchanges and breakfast
clubs. They have identified partnerships to reduce
or remove the cost of trips, supported attendance,
and partnered with CLD to run a full programme of
free summer activities.

Click here to find out more about the
Comhairle nan Eilean Sar / Western
Isles Council’s approach.

All children and young people in Dundee
schools will have access to an affordable
school uniform

School communities have invested time, effort and
enthusiasm into reducing and removing financial
barriers, and the Education Officer chaired Cost
of the School Day steering group helps to drive
continued progress.

Click here find out more about
Dundee’s Cost of the School Day
experience.
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Moray
Building on equity work already happening in
schools, the Fairer Moray Forum Action Group
hosted a Cost of the School Day conference
in February 2019. Practitioners from education,
children’s services and third sector organisations
gathered to discuss the barriers and challenges
facing children, families and schools across Moray,
and share current impactful practice from across
the authority. At the end of 2019, Moray Council
in partnership with CPAG in Scotland and Children
North East began a Lottery funded three year
Cost of the School Day project with dedicated
practitioners working directly in schools. The aim in
Moray is to work towards:

■

Child poverty aware school staff throughout the
authority with a clear understanding of financial
barriers at school and the motivation and
resources to tackle them

■

Policy and practice at school and local authority
level which reduce costs and poverty related
stigma for children and families

■

Families and children aware of and able to
access support available in their schools

■

Children from low income households able to
fully participate in all parts of the school day

■

Creating opportunities to share learning and
good practice across all Moray schools

Despite lockdown and school building closures, by
the middle of 2021 more than 1,000 pupils across
Moray had taken part in Cost of the School Day
consultations either face to face or virtually.

To read more about the Moray Cost
of the School Day experience, click
here.
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PRACTICE EXAMPLES IN SCHOOLS
There are countless ways schools can reduce costs and remove
the financial barriers to education. On the following pages you’ll
find just some of the ways this has been done. All ideas here could
be used or adapted for your setting.
All of the examples here have been
provided by schools taking part
in Cost of the School Day practice
surveys and films. Is there something
happening in your school that you
think should be featured here? Email
the team at costoftheschoolday@
cpagscotland.org.uk with your
practice examples.

Uniform and clothing
Morgan Academy in Dundee maintains a stock of
uniform to ensure equity by providing any pieces
of uniform that pupils might need. This approach
is all about making sure that people included and
ensuring attendance: “It’s about having the children
relaxed and happy to come to school, without all
those worries on their shoulders.”

Freely available uniform and gym kit at
Bo’Ness Public Primary School in Falkirk
has led to
“improved self-esteem and
engagement in learning”.
Discreet provision of uniform at
Drumlanrig St Cuthbert’s Primary School
in the Scottish Borders has made the
children who need it
“happier and more settled [with]
confidence and self-esteem
improved.”

PLAY
Find out more about Morgan
Academy’s uniform stock and uniform
policy here.
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Keith Grammar School in Moray has
a uniform policy described by parent
council members as being
“just a common sense approach to
school wear”
The Depute Head described the uniform
policy as:
“simple, affordable and inclusive.”

Read about the development of the
school uniform policy in this short
blog.

Find out more about Keith Grammar
School’s approach to uniform in this
film.

Holywood Primary School, near
Dumfries, has
“selected a uniform colour (grey)
which doesn’t fade in the wash
and is readily available from most
supermarkets.”
Burntisland Primary School in Fife has a
preloved clothing bank which
“reduces any potential bullying…
we have encouraged a ‘no shame’
approach.”
St Peter’s Primary School in Moray
provides waterproof jackets, trousers
and wellies for any pupil to use during
outdoor wet play or when taking part in
outdoor learning sessions.
Dalreoch Primary School in West
Dunbartonshire:
“Our weekly payment scheme
for uniforms helps make them
affordable to all.”

PLAY
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Breakfast
At Port Glasgow High School, Inverclyde:
“We have a Blazer Hire Scheme
which allows families to hire blazers
for a two year period at low cost.”

Morgan Academy in Dundee and
Keith Grammar in Moray both run
breakfast clubs which are open to all,
ensuring that everyone has a chance
to eat something before the school
day starts.
One pupil at Morgan Academy said
that:

PLAY
You can see more about work to
reduce the cost of uniforms in this
film.

“Sometimes people get stressed
out if they’ve not ate anything.
And when it comes to break and
people are so hungry ‘cause
they’ve not had anything to eat
for their breakfast. But coming in
and knowing that you can get a bit
of toast and even a drink of juice
is really good and I would really
recommend it to other schools.”

PLAY
Breakfast club at Cradlehall Primary
School in Highland means that children
arrive in class
“full up, ready to learn and less
stressed.”
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Learning in school and at home
At Lockerbie Academy in Dumfries and
Galloway, removing charges for Home
Economics, Technical, Art and PE has
meant that that all young people have
equal access to the curriculum:
“Pupils do not avoid subjects as a
result of curriculum costs. They are
able to participate in all subjects
without fear of extra costs.”

St Peter’s Primary School in Moray
purchased a book vending machine
with their PEF allocation, which is
stocked with books from school
fundraisers, by approaching local
charity shops to request donations, and
through private donations. The children
help to decide what is in the vending
machine. During the school year each
child will be awarded a free gold token,
which entitles them to choose a book
from the machine to keep.
Pupil surveys at Cardinal Newman High
School in North Lanarkshire showed that
buying stationery items for school can
be an issue. S1, S2 and S3 were issued
with packed pencil cases in term one
and a new Preparation Station set up
which is open to all.

PLAY
Staff and pupils from Lockerbie
Academy feature in: ‘Cost of the
School Day Around Scotland’.
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At Miller Primary School in Glasgow, all
children have access to everything they
need to learn:
“Having the pens and pencils and
resources to hand, and everybody
having access to them means
there’s no stigma attached to
maybe not having a pen or a
pencil. The children know they
can come to school, they don’t
even really need a school bag,
and everything will be provided for
them.”
One pupil said:
“We’ve got everything we need in
all the classrooms, like rubbers,
pencils, pens, whiteboards,
scissors, calculators, glue sticks,
whiteboard pens, paper, all
the things to help us with our
learning…”

At Drumlanrig St Cuthbert’s Primary
School in the Scottish Borders:
“A homework club at lunch
time allows children access to
computers and the internet.
Support is also provided by
teachers.”
In North Lanarkshire, Clyde Valley High
provides a programme of out of school
support:
“Easter school and summer school
are funded by ourselves at no
cost to pupils. Supported study
is provided free of charge every
week. After school clubs are free
and transport costs are provided if
needed.”
Cluny Primary School in Moray has a
partnership with Scottish Opera. In P7,
the entire year is able to take part in
extra-curricular arts activities at no cost
to families, widening access to the arts
for all. The P7s take part in rehearsing,
stage managing and performing in an
opera, with costumes provided by either
the school or the opera company. The
final performance is free for parents to
attend.

PLAY
Learn more about Miller Primary
School’s approach to equity in this
film.
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Trips, clubs and fun events
Netherburn Primary School in South
Lanarkshire has set up a digital lending
scheme to make sure that all children
have access to devices at home. The
head teacher said:
“We don’t want additional pressures
for families and we don’t want
additional pressures for children
where you are setting some sort of
home link task or you are setting
something you could access at
home, but actually they can’t do
that. I think it’s about being very
inclusive and ensuring that what
we’re offering, we can back it up
and we can support families.”

‘Donation only’ trips at St Serf’s Primary
in North Lanarkshire mean that
“children turn up on the trip rather
than being kept off due to parental
embarrassment at inability to pay
for a trip.”
Seafield Primary School in Moray
ask pupils to bring their donation for
charity days and fun events in sealed
envelopes. This was originally a Covid
safety measure so that donations could
be quarantined, but the school found
that pupils and families preferred it as
donations were completely anonymous
and discreet.
St Edward’s Primary in North Lanarkshire
makes sure that all fun events are free
so that nobody is left out, creating
“an inclusive ethos where pupils
feel valued.”

PLAY
Click here to see more about
Netherburn Primary School’s digital
lending scheme.
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Recognising that the cost of cinema
tickets can be prohibitive for some
families, Cluny Primary School hired a
large screen and projector for in school
cinema club experience, and all pupils
are given a drink and popcorn.
Auchenharvie Academy in North
Ayrshire has a communication strategy
in place to reduce the number of young
people who are self-excluding from trips
and ensure that more people who would
like to go on a trip get the chance to go:

Netherburn Primary School in South
Lanarkshire provides a range of free
afterschool clubs. From reading for
pleasure, football, netball, cross country
running, homework club, everyone in
the school gets a chance to take part.
One pupil told us that:
“It’s so everyone gets the
opportunity.”

Find out more about this and other
approaches in our Talking about Costs
and Money at School resource.

PLAY
Hear more in this short film.
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Financial information and help
Braes High School in Falkirk has
created a dedicated Cost of the
School Day web page in a prominent
position on the school website with
information on help to pay for trips
or items for specific subjects, the
school’s uniform exchange and
clothing pop up shops, access to a
benefits advisor, links to application
forms for entitlements and ways for
parents to get in touch to discuss
further. Click here to see the Braes
Cost of the School Day webpage
St Joseph’s Primary School in the
Scottish Borders has increased free
meal uptake through a free meals
banner at the school gate, information
in P1 transition packs and the school
handbook and individual contact if
eligible families are not accessing
school lunches.
Arbroath Academy in Angus provides
a demonstration at parents’ evening of
how to register for free school meals.

In Dundee, School and Family
Development Workers make sure that
everyone who might be eligible for
the Clothing Grant knows about it,
and if they need it, have help to fill in
application forms. Find out about this
approach at Ardler Primary School.
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PLAY

Find out about the barriers families
face to receiving the clothing grant
and how they can be overcome.

Cardinal Newman High School in
North Lanarkshire sends regular text
messages and letters to all parents/
carers reminding them of free meals
and clothing grants and highlighting
drop -in sessions where support is
available to complete the necessary
forms.
Balwearie High School in Fife
encourages uptake of entitlements:
“A link to the online application
form has been added to our school
website in the Family support and
advice section with a contact
number for an allocated member
of staff to assist them if any parent
has a problem completing this form
online.”

TALKING ABOUT COSTS AND
MONEY AT SCHOOL
Talking about costs and money at school can be challenging
but doing it well can reduce pressure on families, help children
and young people take part and make sure everybody gets the
support they need.
To help with this, CPAG in Scotland and the National
Parent Forum of Scotland brought together
suggestions from over 1800 parents and carers into

an animation and a practical resource,
Talking about Costs and Money at School.

PLAY

“I feel less embarrassed about
financial worries. I am so grateful
for this simple but powerful thing:
I feel we are not alone.”

“It’s the way they talk to you, you
don’t feel embarrassed or small.”
(Parent)

(Parent)
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The resource is split into five simple actions designed to open up or
enhance a whole school conversation about costs and money.
STEP ONE

BE POVERTY AWARE

Parents and carers told us that even small costs can be really significant for families getting
by on low incomes, which is why poverty awareness and understanding are so important.

LEADERSHIP AND VISIBILITY

STEP TWO

It makes a real difference to parents when they know everyone at school is on the same
page about why reducing costs and removing barriers to education is important for lower
income families and for the school community as a whole. Parents and carers tell us that this
shows that the school takes these problems seriously.

STEP THREE

MAKE NO ASSUMPTIONS AND LET EVERYONE KNOW

Parents say that it doesn’t matter where their schools are or how affluent their community
appears, it doesn’t mean families aren’t struggling financially. This is why offering
information about help and entitlements to all families, and in more than one way, is vital.

STEP FOUR

TACKLING THE COST OF THE SCHOOL DAY

Taking action on the cost of your school day means children and young people are
included and able to take part in everything the school day offers. It also means fewer
financial worries for their parents. Parents urged schools and Parent Councils to think about
affordability in everything planned and delivered for their children and families, checking
where costs for families can be reconsidered or reduced.

STEP FIVE

MAKING SPACE FOR CONVERSATIONS

Poverty aware approaches which reduce costs and maximise incomes make it less likely
that parents will have to raise concerns. But, when parents do need to get in touch, they
say that knowing what support is available, knowing who to contact and feeling confident
of an understanding response are all things that help.

You can find out more about all of these steps in the Talking about Costs and
Money at School resource. As well as great ideas and advice from parents, it also
includes case studies from schools in six local authorities who are trying out new
approaches to communication with families about costs and money.
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“This helped me apply for free
school meals and clothing
grants as well as other grants/
schemes to help with school
costs.”
(Parent)

Good communication is central to
the success of Cost of the School Day
changes in any school community,
and Talking about Costs and Money
at School is designed to work in
partnership with all of the other
resources in this Toolkit.
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SUPPORTING FAMILIES
AFFECTED BY POVERTY
This guide offers information to support you in
1

understanding key grants and entitlements
available to families in Scotland

2

informing all parents and carers about grants
and entitlements

3

providing extra support for low-income families
to enable children to access activities, trips
and other opportunities

4

supporting parents and carers to access social
security benefits and money advice

5

being able to direct families to other support
services.

Please note that all information on grants, benefits
and allowances is accurate at the time of
publication (August 2021) but may be subject to
change.

1

Key grants and entitlements
for families of school aged
children

School is the institution that families will have the
closest contact with as their children grow up.
Schools can play a crucial role in helping families
get information about financial support available to
them.
Two of the biggest costs that families face at school
are buying school uniform and paying for school
meals. These costs can be significantly reduced
or removed for lower income families if they have
access to information about free school meals and
the school clothing grant. For young people aged
16-19, the £30 per week Education Maintenance
Allowance can help cover a range of basic school
costs.
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“We’ve done a lot of work on the
phone to parents encouraging
them to actually apply for free
meals, which also gives them
the clothing grant. I think we’ve
added around an extra 30
families on for free school meals
because of that. At parent’s
evening I had an open stall
about Universal Credit so a lot of
parents came to that and took a
leaflet and took any help filling
in the forms and then it gave
that opportunity to say ‘have
you applied for your free school
meals’?”
Gorebridge Primary School, Midlothian

Free school meal entitlement
Free school meals can make a big difference to
families on low incomes, saving at least £10 per
week per child.
Universal free school meals are available to all P1-4
children from August 2021, P1-P5 in January 2022
and to all primary aged children by August 2022.
When children and young people are not receiving
universal free school meals, families can apply if
they are receiving one of these benefits:
■
■
■

■
■
■
■

Universal Credit, where take home pay is less than
£625 per month.
Child Tax Credit (CTC), but not Working Tax Credit,
and your income is less than £16,480
Both maximum Child Tax Credit and maximum
Working Tax Credit and your income is under
£7,330
Income support
Income-based Job Seeker’s Allowance (JSA)
Any income related element of Employment and
Support Allowance
Asylum support

Local authorities also have discretion to provide free
school meals in other circumstances, for example
for families waiting for first universal credit payment
or unable to claim benefits due to immigration
status.
It’s important to make parents and carers of primary
aged children aware that if they are eligible for free
school meals they should apply for them even if
their children are automatically receiving universal
free school meals. Being registered as receiving free
meals may allow them free access to the school
breakfast club and is required to receive extra
support during the pandemic.

School clothing grants
Clothing grants are provided by local authorities,
usually with similar eligibility criteria as for free school
meals. From 2021, eligible families will receive at
least £120 per primary school child and £150 per
secondary school child.

Details of grant levels, eligibility and
application processes are available
on all local authority websites, and
via www.mygov.scot/clothing-grants

Education Maintenance Allowance
(EMA)
Education Maintenance Allowance provides
financial support of £30 a week for 16 to 19
year olds from low-income households who are
continuing in full-time education. EMA can help
young people cover basic school costs, such as
travel, uniform and additional resources.
Young people applying for EMA need information
about their parents’ income to prove their eligibility
and must complete a learning agreement.

Full details about EMA eligibility and
how to apply are available on all
local authority websites and on
www.mygov.scot/ema.

Free school meal application forms
can be found on all local authority
websites, and via www.mygov.scot/
school-meals
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Best Start Grants

Scottish Child Payment

Best Start Grants are three cash payments. Each
can be made once per child. The first two grants
are payable when children are below school age.
It is worth sharing this information if you work in an
early years setting or if you know a family in your
school has younger children or babies. The third
grant is payable when children are starting primary
school.

The Scottish Child Payment is an extra £10 a week
for each child under 6 years old, and is paid every
four weeks.

■

Pregnancy and Baby Payment can be made
from 24 weeks into a pregnancy, up to the day
the baby is 6 months old. This goes up to age 1
if, for instance, if a carer has adopted a child or
taken on responsibility for a child who is a family
member. Payment for a first child is £606 and
£303 for subsequent children

■

Early Learning Payment of £252.50 is for
children aged between 2 years old and 3 years 6
months old

■

School Age Payment is a £252.50 grant
available to families of children starting primary
school. It can be claimed from the 1st of June in
the year that the child is due to start school. For
example, children born from 1 March 2016 to 28
February 2017 start school in August 2021, so are
eligible for this grant from the 1st of June 2021.
The claim window stays open until 28 February of
the following year.

Families receiving any amount of
universal credit or tax credits qualify
for Best Start Grants. Full details on
how to apply are available on
www.mygov.scot/best-start-grant-beststart-foods
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Families can apply, whether they’re in work or
not, if they’re getting one or more of the following
benefits: Universal Credit, Child Tax Credit, Income
Support, Pension Credit, Working Tax Credit, incomebased Jobseeker’s Allowance (JSA) or incomerelated Employment and Support Allowance (ESA)
Please note that this information was correct when
this toolkit was published (August 2021). Scottish
Child Payment is to be extended to children aged
6 to 15 by end 2022.

Family Pandemic Payment and
Low Income Pandemic Payment

These are payments designed to
support families on low incomes
during the pandemic. Find out more
at www.mygov.scot/family-pandemicpayment and www.mygov.scot/lowincome-pandemic-payment.

2

Informing all parents and
carers about grants and
entitlements

“I have applied for the new
Scottish Child Payment recently
due to information I received
through school emails.”

Parents and carers appreciate when information
about entitlements is provided regularly,
universally and in a range of ways. This was a key
recommendation from parents and carers who
responded to a Cost of the School Day survey. Find
out more in the Talking about Costs and Money at
School resource.
Many parents and carers told us that they had
applied for entitlements because of a message
from their child’s school.

“Me and some members of
my family at school have
managed to get EMA and other
entitlements such as travel costs
through Young Scot, free school
meals etc.”
(Parent, Dundee)

(Parent, Shetland Islands)

There are some really straightforward ways to let
everyone know about the help that’s available:
■

Put information on the school website in a
prominent position

■

Talk about entitlements at school induction days
and include it in written induction materials

■

Include information on grants and entitlements
regularly in school newsletters throughout the
school year and in school handbooks

■

Promote entitlements regularly on school social
media

■

Include on any communications with parents or
carers, particularly messages related to school
costs
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One of the issues which can put
families off applying for, or taking up,
entitlements and grants is the fear of
facing stigma. When you take steps
to offer information and encourage
uptake, it’s worth bearing in mind:
■

Consider carefully how you might let families
know that there’s no stigma attached to
receiving free school meals

■

Families should be provided with information
about how free school meals work, particularly at
secondary school where it can often be used to
buy food at break time

■

■

It might be worth sharing information with
parents, carers and children about the additional
benefits of receiving free school meals, like
discounts on residential trips, pandemic support
and additional funding for the school through
accurate Pupil Equity Fund allocations. Ideally
this should be done in a way which doesn’t put
pressure on parents, or make them feel singled
out
It can help if a named member of staff is able
to support parents and carers to complete
application forms

■

Schools should have application forms available
in the office or consider emailing the form or
texting a link to it to all parents and carers

■

Timing is important. Be aware of application
deadlines across the year and think about
particular points to share information – for
example, providing information about EMA
to young people going into S4 and choosing
subjects
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It may be worth thinking through the
wording of how support could be
offered to help staff feel confident about
raising these issues with any parent or
carer:
“We know that school costs add up really
quickly….”
“We know that Covid has been difficult for
lots of people…”
“Starting school is expensive for us all…”
“There’s lots of extra help out there for
families, even if they’re working…”
“We want to make sure all our families are
getting the support they’re entitled to….”
“It’s an expensive time of year…”
Advice from parents and carers on
how to have conversations about
costs and money in a non-stigmatising
and meaningful way can be found
in Talking about Costs and Money at
School.

3

Providing financial support
for activities, trips and other
opportunities
“I think help is available but
it isn’t obvious what help is
available.”

■

Do you provide financial support to enable pupils
to attend trips or take part in other activities?

■

Beyond upfront costs, what other things might
prevent children from families on low incomes
from accessing an activity or trip? Are there any
hidden costs to accessing school trips or clubs?
(for example, equipment, clothing, travel). Are
there ways to remove additional costs?

■

Do families know about financial support
available and how they can access it? How is
this promoted to families and children and is
it working well enough? Are you reaching the
families you want to reach?

(Parent)

4

Supporting all families to
access benefit and money
advice

Families may not be claiming everything that they
are entitled to. Accessing the right entitlements
can make a world of difference to family budgets
and children’s lives. Schools can link with advice
services to ensure that all families are accessing the
financial support that they are entitled to.
Family finances can change throughout the school
year if a parent becomes unemployed or has their
work hours reduced. This will impact on the financial
support they are entitled to. It is also important to
remember that most children living in poverty
come from a household where at least one adult
is in work. Families in work but on a low income
may be entitled to social security benefits such
as child tax credits, working tax credits and child
benefit.
School staff can’t be aware of the financial
situations of all their families so it is helpful to ensure
that all parents and carers are informed about how
they can access benefits and money advice and
that they have the right to challenge decisions on
social security.

Approaches to support families to access advice
services could include:
■

The school developing a good partnership with
a local advice service (for example, a Citizens
Advice Bureau) or exploring the potential to colocate a welfare rights adviser to provide advice
in school (see Case Study 2 on the next page)

■

Providing information about local welfare
rights services at induction and then regularly
throughout the school year

■

Inviting local advice services to have stalls at
events, including Parents’ Evenings, information
events (like Money Week) and school fairs

■

Including information about financial entitlements
and how to meet with an advice worker in school
communications

■

Reminding parents/carers regularly where to go to
get information and support regarding financial
entitlements (for example, in letters home about
school trips).
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Annette Street Primary
School in Glasgow has a
significant population from Eastern Europe. Many
of their families were struggling financially but
were unaware that they were entitled to financial
support such as child benefit or free school meals.
In response to this, the school invited Govanhill
Housing Association’s welfare rights service to run
a stall at parents’ information days where they
provided information about financial support open
to families and the information they would need to
apply for these benefits. To follow up, the welfare
rights service holds regular drop-ins at the school
to support parents/carers to apply for benefits.
At both the information day and the drop-ins the
school provided interpreters to support families. This
has helped many to access financial support and
significantly increased the number of children able
to access free school meals.
CASE STUDY 1

The FISO project in Glasgow
places Financial Inclusion
Support Officers in schools to help parents and
carers claim entitlements and other support.
CASE STUDY 2

One parent accessing the service at
Bellahouston Academy said:
“I was struggling to get by day
to day with the worry of living on
such a small income but with the
support I now see that there is a
way forward and help is only a text
away. Just knowing the support is
there is a massive weight off my
shoulders.”

Find out more about FISO alongside other case studies on financial support for
families in the Talking about Money and Costs at School resource.
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Directing families to other
support services
Increasingly, families across Scotland
are struggling to pay for basic
essentials like food and heating.
This can be because of benefit
sanctions, because of delays in
getting benefits or some other crisis
or emergency. If a parent presents to
the school in crisis it is important that
school staff are able to support the
parent to access the right help.
5

The Scottish Welfare Fund (SWF) offers grants for
people on low incomes in specific circumstances.
It is a discretionary scheme, administered by each
local authority, providing grants that do not have to
be repaid. To qualify, the family must be on a low
income or be unable to get access to money (for
example, because of a fire in the home or if they
are in a refuge). It does not require claimants to be
in receipt of any other benefits or to have a national
insurance number.

An individual can only get three crisis grants from
the SWF in a twelve month period, although local
authorities have the discretion to make additional
awards if they consider your circumstances are
exceptional. Where a person is part of a couple,
each partner can receive three grants in a 12
month period.
As well as providing this financial help in an
emergency, your local authority should signpost
families on to other appropriate support services, for
example, welfare rights.
Applications can be made by non-UK nationals with
no requirement for a national insurance number
but some non-UK nationals (such as asylum seekers)
may be excluded.
Full details of the scheme and application process
are available on local authority websites.

There are two types of grant, community care
grants and crisis grants. Community care grants
are to aid independent living or ease exceptional
pressures in families. Crisis grants can be awarded
for living expenses as a result of an emergency or
disaster, where there is a serious risk to health and
safety. A grant can also be made, for example,
to replace furniture or household goods after an
emergency or disaster. A grant can be awarded if
there are delays in benefits payments or if benefit
payments are sanctioned.
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Useful contacts

Benefits check and support

Child Poverty Action Group (CPAG) in Scotland
Advice Line offers free, independent, expert, upto-date advice and information on the benefits
and tax credits system. We welcome enquiries from
frontline staff of all levels of experience. Please note
that we do not have resources to provide direct
advice to people who are claiming benefits but will
be able to provide advice to school staff enquiring
on a parent or carer’s behalf. 0141 552 0552
Monday to Thursday, 10am - 4pm,
Friday 10am - 12 noon or at
advice@cpagscotland.org.uk

Citizens Advice Scotland
Information and advice to help people resolve
their money, legal and other problems. Find a local
advice bureau at www.cas.org.uk/bureaux

Debt advice

Housing advice

National Debtline
Free impartial debt advice at
www.nationaldebtline.org or on 0808 808 4000

Shelter Scotland at
scotland.shelter.org.uk/get_advice or on
0808 800 444

Turn2Us
Helps people in financial hardship to gain access
to welfare benefits, charitable grants and support
services www.turn2us.org.uk
Most Housing Associations have welfare rights
services for their tenants.

Domestic abuse support
Scottish Women’s Aid at helpline@sdafmh.org.uk
or 0800 027 1234

This resource was originally developed in 2017 with the support of Glasgow City Health and Social
Care Partnership, Glasgow City Council, NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde and the former Glasgow
Parent Council Forum and was updated in August 2021.
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STEP FIVE

REGULARLY REVISIT
YOUR ACTION PLAN
There’s a lot to celebrate at this point! Now that your school
community has taken action to reduce and remove costs, you
can start to assess how well they are working.
Are the children and young people in your school community able to engage more fully in the school day?
Has the stress of extra costs been reduced or removed for parents and carers?
Things change, and new challenges arise for families. Cost of the School Day is an ongoing process
- regularly revisiting your plan helps everyone to see where actions are working and where they need
tweaked to work better. Your working group can help with this process, and it’s good to meet at agreed
points to review how things are going. Keep communicating with your school community and seeking their
views, experiences and solutions.

To support your work in Step Five, this section of the toolkit includes:
■

Information on Cost of the School Day self-evaluation

■

Voices from school communities across Scotland talking about what they have achieved with a
Cost of the School Day approach.
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COST OF THE SCHOOL DAY
AND SELF EVALUATION
All of the resources in this toolkit can help you
evaluate how well your school is addressing the
impact of poverty on children’s wellbeing, learning
and achievement and how well children from low
income households are being served in terms of:
■

equal access to the curriculum and resources for
learning

■

an inclusive school culture and ethos where
discrimination is challenged

■

staff and learner awareness of poverty
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■

participation of children and families on low
incomes in the life of the school

■

support to be safe, healthy, achieving, nurtured,
active, respected, responsible and included.

The sketchnote below shows highly effective
Cost of the School Day practice identified by HM
Inspectors at Glenrothes High School in Fife who
found evidence of effective action to reduce
school costs, remove barriers, promote equity
and support learners.

It’s important to regularly revisit specific actions
contained in your Cost of the School Day plan. At
these points you can find out whether what you are
doing is working as intended and whether any new
issues have arisen. Planning ahead and building
review dates into your plan can help to keep it fresh
in people’s minds. At these points it’s useful to ask:
■
■
■

How are we doing?
How do we know?
What are we going to do now?

Lots of the answers might be clear from the data
you have collected along the way – for example,
has attendance at a club improved or has the
number of people claiming clothing grants
increased? – but you may need to check some
other things again through surveys or discussions
or other means – for example, parental awareness
of entitlements or perceived uniform and trip
affordability. Many of the resources in this toolkit can
be reused or adapted to do this if necessary.

Self-evaluation around Cost of the School Day is a key part of wider self-evaluation for equity. Education
Scotland’s Scottish Attainment Challenge self-evaluation resource sets out features of highly effective
practice and challenge questions for schools, local authorities and regional improvement collaboratives
on the themes of leadership, learning and teaching and families and communities, including Cost of the
School Day.
How could you use the resources in this toolkit to help you answer some of these questions?

Families and communities
Extract from Education Scotland Scottish Attainment Challenge self evaluation resource.

i) Cost of the school day
Features of highly effective practice
• Schools and local authorities are sensitive to families facing socio-economic challenges. The dignity of
families is respected while ensuring that children and young people do not miss out on opportunities
and experiences because of financial barriers.
• Arrangements are in place to ensure that children and young people can access additional experiences
such as excursions and residential experiences. Targeted interventions, such as breakfast clubs and
holiday programmes ensure that children and young people are not missing out as a result of hunger.
• Schools and local authorities review and adapt their approaches to costs associated with the school
day. For example, removing additional charges for curriculum subjects, sensitivity around fundraising
and minimising events such as non-uniform days.
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Challenge questions
For schools and in classrooms

For local authorities and regional improvement
collaboratives

• How well have we reviewed our school policies
and procedures to ensure that we are mitigating
against additional barriers that may prevent
children and young people from participating in
all aspects of their education?
• How well do all staff and partners respond to the
needs of children and families facing barriers due
to socio-economic circumstances?
• To what extent do all staff have a sound
understanding of the need to ensure the cost of
the school day does not exclude some children
and young people from the opportunities that we
promote?
• How effectively do we engage with children,
parents and partners in reviewing the cost of the
school day? To what extent do we involve them
in making financial decisions?
• To what extent have we considered how we will
evidence the impact of our interventions and
approaches?
• How well are we tracking and monitoring our
progress and ensuring equity? How can we
ensure this continues if children and learning at
home?

• How well are we supporting and empowering
schools with mitigating the cost of the school
day?

At this time of educational recovery, to what extent:

At this time of educational recovery, to what extent:

• Have we reviewed our school procedures to
ensure that we are mitigating against additional
barriers that may prevent children and young
people from participating in all aspects of their
education?
• Have we planned to support families with fuel,
food or data poverty issues?
• Do we have procedures in place that allow pupils
to access their learning online if they are learning
from home through the provision of hardware and
data if required?
• Do staff ensure resources for planned,
progressive learning activities are accessible to
all?

• Do our local authority policies and procedures
help to mitigate against additional barriers that
may prevent children and young people from
participating in all aspects of their education?
• Do our policies and procedures ensure that
every pupil learning from home can access their
learning digitally?
• Do we have procedures in place that allow pupils
to access their learning online if they are learning
from home through the provision of hardware and
data if required?
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• To what extent do our local authority policies and
procedures help to mitigate against additional
barriers that may prevent children and young
people from participating in all aspects of their
education?
• What policy and procedures do we have in place
to ensure any pupil, who may be learning at
home, can access their learning digitally?
• How well are we providing any additional
resources or support to schools to help them
address issues associated with the cost of the
school day? How effective is this support at
achieving equity?

SCHOOL COMMUNITIES TALKING
ABOUT IMPACT
We know that poverty isn’t going to be ‘fixed’ overnight and that the
challenges children and families face are often complicated. However,
we’ve also seen that sometimes the simplest solutions can make a
huge difference to how children and young people feel about their
time at school. Feeling included and good about school means that
children and young people are much more likely to be engaged and
happy to learn. Removing cost barriers means the richest experiences
are possible for all children and young people.
Schools all over Scotland have shown that change is possible. Here are just a few thoughts from some
children and young people, parents and school staff whose schools have taken Cost of the School Day
approach.

The quotes below are all taken from Cost of the School Day work in
schools, research and films.
“I felt embarrassed but school
helped me to realise everyone
needs a bit of help at times.”
(Parent, East Dunbartonshire)

“I think it’s good because you
don’t want anyone left out. It’s
just unfair if someone got more
than someone else.”
(Child, P4, South Lanarkshire)

“Something as simple as the
wording of an email that
acknowledges how many
families will be struggling, written
in a way that is respectful, has
been reassuring and supportive:
I feel less alone and less
embarrassed about financial
worries.”

“My school made me aware that
there was help out there for me
and my children.”
(Parent, Dumfries and Galloway)

(Parent)
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“It’s part of everything we do
here really. What we try to do is
make sure that there’s absolutely
no barriers to children having
the broadest experience at
school. Participation is part of
supporting children to have
aspirations for the future. We
look at a rich experience with

little expense. For a lot of our
families, the stigma is gone.
I would say that Cost of the
School Day is at the forefront of
everyone’s mind and we are just
making sure that there’s not too
much pressure on the pocket for
children coming to school.”

“I’m so thankful for the school
staff that are there and all the
help I’ve had from them.”

“We as a group, we show that
it doesn’t matter where you
come from or what you have,
it’s not about that when you’re
at school, it’s about learning
together, being together,
having fun together. We try to
tell people that it doesn’t matter
if I have nothing and he’s rich…”

(Parent, Dundee)

“I think if a child didn’t have as
much chance as everyone else,
that this school would help out.
Everybody’s on a level playing
field in this school.”
“That seems to be the main
value within the school as well,
that everyone’s treated with
respect, everyone’s treated the
same regardless.”
(Parents in conversation, South Lanarkshire)
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(Head Teacher,
Rosebank Primary School, Dundee)

“And in the school it’s all about
raising awareness of the effect
of what’s happening to people
that can’t afford things, they
might want to but they can’t.”
(Two young people from a pupil anti-poverty
group, Fife)

“I believe what we have done has
a positive impact on our school
ethos and culture of inclusion.
Every individual barrier that could
exist, whether it be uniform or
anything else, if the school is seen
to want to tackle that properly
then there is a confidence from
pupils and parents and staff
that the school is committed to
inclusion in its widest sense. And
that means that people will be
more comfortable approaching

“Like our school, if we do it for
free we can all come in.”
“And have an education. Like
everybody should have an
education to play, run and all
that, get fit. That’s why our school
does it for free, ‘cause like they
want the kids to be happy and
able to learn.”
(Two pupils in conversation about why their
school runs free after school clubs, South
Lanarkshire)

the school on any other issue
because they know that we take
it seriously. If they see that we are
working really hard to reduce the
cost of the school day, then they
will know we are open to any
other areas that might be a barrier
to fully enjoying and accessing
school life. So I believe that there’s
a cultural impact from taking
these issues seriously.”
(Head Teacher, Port Glasgow High School,
Inverclyde)

“I think Cost of the School Day
has given children access to
resources, to experiences
and to school life that in other
places might cost. And I think
it’s really important to take
account of Cost of the School
Day. Because you don’t realise
the barrier that that can be, for
certain families to be able to
access what other people take
for granted.”
(Head Teacher, Miller Primary School,
Glasgow)
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“Because I think that if you enjoy
something you shouldn’t have
to pay for it if you’re going to
school. And if like people can’t
afford it and they want to be
a baker when they’re older
then they might not be able to
take classes like this. I just think
that everyone has the same
opportunity to be something
and to succeed. I just think if it
cost things then people wouldn’t
be able to do that.”
(Young person discussing school policy of
not charging for Home Economics, Lockerbie
Academy, Dumfries and Galloway)

“Cost of the School Day has
been hugely important to our
school. We’ve got a very mixed
catchment so we’re huge
on promoting equality and
fairness and inclusion, and to
do that we just make sure that
there’s just no cost for things. So
Cost of the School Day is hugely
important to us.”
(Depute Head Teacher, Downfield Primary
School, Dundee)
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“You don’t need money to
come. If you’re in this school you
can dress up and come to the
Halloween Party. The school gets
some extra costumes and brings
them in and then the people
who do not have costumes get
to go in and …”
“Just dance!”
“… get a costume and get
changed into it!”
(Two children in conversation,
Miller Primary School, Glasgow)

“The head teacher is really
approachable and makes it
seem normal and ok. She never
says to my daughter that she
gets things because she can’t
afford it. She always says we
have spares, I thought you
might like it. Or offers stuff to
everyone.”
(Parent, Moray)

“I think it’s very much for our
families and our children to
feel included and feel part of
the school. And we don’t want
additional pressures for families
and we don’t want additional
pressures for children where you
are setting some sort of home link
task or you are setting something

“I fully trust the staff and feel
that they would do anything to
support me and my family.”
(Parent, South Ayrshire)

“We believe in an education
system that’s free to access, and
if an element isn’t free to access
then the system isn’t free. So it feels
like the right thing to do for us, and
it feels that making all aspects
open and equal regardless of
costs is very much the right thing
to do. Every year our S6 get to

you could access at home but
actually they can’t do that. I think
it’s about being very inclusive and
ensuring that what we’re offering,
we can back it up and we can
support families. You know, I think
that’s really important.”
(Head Teacher, Netherburn Primary School,
South Lanarkshire)

“The school is really trying to
reduce the gap between
wealthy families and poor
families.”
(Parent, Shetland Islands)

nominate two charities to raise
money for and the last two years
they’ve said that they wanted
to raise money for the school’s
hardship fund. So they believe in it
and we believe in it and together
we are trying to make a fairer
education.”
(Head Teacher, Lockerbie Academy, Dumfries
and Galloway)
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“The impact is a more inclusive,
happier school community…
Our pupils, staff and parents
notice a more relaxed
atmosphere when the financial
pressure is taken away from
school events in this manner.
Our advice to other schools on
this journey would be to start
off in small ways, as you are
probably doing loads already to
support families in reducing the
Cost of the School Day so keep
going.”

“Being able for a’body to be
able to enjoy themselves an nae
hae the worry o’ ‘oh my god I’m
going have tae go hame and
say that I need this, or I have to
go hame and say that’...It is just
really nice to know everyone’s
equal in this school, so noone’s singled out at all.”
(Young person, S6, Keith Academy, Moray)

(Head Teacher, Seafield Primary School,
Moray)

“Well I think it actually does
promote a sense of equality, like
the blazers, because we can all
get them for quite cheap. And it
does really all bring us together
cause we’re all wearing the same
stuff, and we’re all looking smart
together. It does put a good
image on the school as well.”

“Yeah, it means that the people
who can’t maybe afford, like if you
were to wear your own clothes, the
people who can’t afford designer
things wouldn’t be penalized
because they don’t have those
sort of things. Whereas everyone’s
the same if they’re wearing the
uniform.”
(Two young people in conversation about their
school’s affordable uniform policy, Port Glasgow
High School, Inverclyde)
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OTHER USEFUL RESOURCES
Last updated August 2021
Child poverty

Financial support for families

Latest Poverty and Income Inequality statistics
2017-20 from Scottish Government

Our Talking about Costs and Money at School
resource and animation helps with effective
communication about costs, entitlements and
wider financial support at school. It is based on the
experiences of parents and carers across Scotland
and featuring good practice case studies from
schools.

Child Poverty in Scotland: the facts from CPAG in
Scotland
Local child poverty estimates and map from the
End Child Poverty Coalition
More in depth information on the drivers of child
poverty in Scotland from Public Health Scotland.
Every child, every chance: tackling child
poverty delivery plan 2018-2022 from Scottish
Government
Child poverty, health and wellbeing eLearning
module from Public Health Scotland
Visit the Improvement Service for information and
support on local action to tackle child poverty

Information from mygov.scot on Free School
Meals, School Clothing Grants and Education
Maintenance Allowance with links to all local
authority websites and information on Best Start
Grants and Scottish Child Payment
Briefing on Families, Coronavirus and Benefits
from CPAG in Scotland
CPAG in Scotland Payments for children in
Scotland and Child Disability Payment eLearning
courses for anyone who works with families
Citizens Advice Scotland provides details of local
advice services. Many local authorities and housing
associations have their own welfare rights services
with contact details on their websites.
CPAG in Scotland’s Advice Line offers advice on
benefits and tax credits for practitioners working
with families: 0141 552 0552 or
advice@cpagscotland.org.uk
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Children and young
people’s voices

Covid-19

Film from Members of the Scottish Youth Parliament
in North Ayrshire: What does Cost of the School
Day mean to young people? (2021)

Our Cost of Learning in Lockdown research with
families, children and young people (June 2020
and March 2021) sets out challenges faced by
children and parents on low incomes during school
closures and the lessons we can learn about the
support from schools and local authorities most
valued by families.

Our Cost of the School Day Dundee (2019) and
Glasgow (2015) reports highlights cost barriers
at school from children and young people’s
perspectives, and sets out how these barriers can
be removed.
The Children’s Parliament Weight on our Shoulders
report (2018): children’s views on how poverty
impacts on their lives and what would make life
better for children affected by poverty.
Film from UNICEF Seen but Not Heard resource:
Scottish Students Speak Out About UK Child
Poverty (2012)

Film resources
Watch our series of Cost of the School Day
films featuring children, young people and staff
from schools across Scotland talking about why
challenging cost barriers matters and the actions
they’ve taken
School Costs film from EIS and CPAG in Scotland
(2016)
Cost of School film from Public Health Scotland on
addressing child poverty in schools (2018)
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Save the Children ‘Dropped into a Cave’ report
(2021) on the impact of the coronavirus pandemic
on families with young children living on low
incomes in Scotland.
The Scottish Government’s Equity Audit (2021) sets
out the impact of COVID-19 and school building
closures on children from low income households,
and areas of focus for accelerating recovery
IPPR Scotland report (2020) on how Covid-19 is
exacerbating financial insecurity for families across
Scotland and drawing many more people into a
state of insecurity: Weathering the winter storm:
Strengthening financial security in Scotland
through the ongoing Covid-19 crisis

Useful projects and networks
Facing up to Child Poverty in
Schools Practice Network
The Facing up to Child Poverty in Schools Practice
Network, set up by Public Health Scotland, CPAG
in Scotland and local authority education officers,
provides a forum for local authority representatives
whose work is focused on education and child
poverty. It is a safe space to share information
about local action to address cost barriers at
school, influence others and to find out more about
a raft of topics of direct relevance to education
and child poverty.

platforms to provide targeted, practical and
local entitlements to young people. Entitlements
delivered include travel tickets, access to leisure
and extra-curricular activities, meals in the
community and rewards to help reduce the cost
of the school day. Delivering these in a smart
way helps to ensure young people can access
entitlements free from stigma.

If your local authority is not currently engaged
with the network or you want to be involved or wish
to find out more, please contact
Julie.arnot@phs.scot for more information.

PACT
PACT is an EIS-Scottish Government initiative to
deliver equity-related professional learning for
teachers on a national scale. This joint commitment
reflects the ambition of both the EIS and the Scottish
Government to empower teachers and schools
in minimising the damage that poverty does to
the education and life-chances of too many of
Scotland’s children.

Young Scot #YSAttain – using smart technology
to tackle inequalities
Smart-tech on the Young Scot National Entitlement
Card (NEC) is being used to improve the health
and wellbeing of young people facing inequalities
and barriers to attainment across Scotland. Since
2018, Young Scot has been working in partnership
with Scottish Government and Local Authorities to
use the Young Scot NEC and Young Scot digital

Find out more about #YSAttain and how
entitlements can support young people in your
local area.

Currently available is a series of online self-access
modules. Further opportunities for live online learning
will follow later this year.
Find out more about PACT here.

All Cost of the School Day information is available on our website:
cpag.org.uk/cost-of-the-school-day
Get in touch with the team at
costoftheschoolday@cpagscotland.org.uk
Follow us on Twitter @CPAGScotland
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